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CCINCHIO-QUEININE.
tVININE, which was placed in the hands of icians in 1869, has been tested in ail parts of the country,

Q4ii stInony in its favor is decided and unequivocal. It contains the important constituents of Peruvian Bark,
Ilidia, Cinchonia and Cinchonidia, in their alkaloidal condition, and no external agents.

ilre • UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, Jan. 22, 1875.
tested CINCno-QUINI, and have found it to contain quinine, quinidine, cinckonine, and cinckonidine."

F. A. GENTH, Prof. of Chemistry and Mineralogy.
LABOherObT HE NIVEggerrT or CIneio, February 1, 1875.

"h 4b"rby C..f xm herebyT]tl cerif that Iy"l ouisNnd hes aika-
i .ade acrtify that I have made a chemical examination of the contents of a bottle of CINcHo-QUININE, and by direc-

quealitate -xmnto frqiie undeadcchie nd hereby certify that I found these alka-
i-aOlNgo jQ ive examination for uinine, uinidine, and i ERT WHEELER, Professor of Chemistry.

lne, - e a d arefu analysis cf the cf a b-tt of our CINCHoQUININE, and find it to contain quinine,
s anonine nd cinaonidine' c. P. SHARPLES, State Assayer of Mass.

Sr er forn are c to Gents: It may be of some satisfaction to you to

L1 J. snlMý oBaknandtee accesiblaektao know that 1 have used the alkaloid for two years or
racticee and Iik ha es fonttreiolnearly, in Myà

and all I think that you claim for it. For children
and those of irritable stomachs, as well as those too
easily gaionned by the Suphate, the Cincho acs
like a Cham, and *e can hardly see how we did with-
out i so long. . hope the supply will continue.

Yours, with due regard,
J. R. TAYLOR, Kosse, Texas.

I have used your CINcHO-QUININE exclusively for
four years in this malarial region.

It is as active an anti-periodic as the Sulphate, and
more agrecable to admmnister. It gives great satisfac-
tion. D. H. C»AsK, M.D., Louisville, Ky

I have used the CINCHO-QJININE ever since its
introductione, and am so well satisfied with its results
that I use it in all cases in which I formerly used the

Sulphate, and in intermittents it can be given during
the paroxysm of fever with perfect safety, and thus

losc no time. E. ScHENCK, M.D., Pekin, Il.

I am using CINcHO-QUININE, and find it to act as

reliably and efficintly as the Suiphate. ..
In the case of children, I employ it almost exclu-

sively and deem its action upon them more beneficial

than that of the time-honored Sulphate.
W. C. SCHULTZE, M.D.,

Marengo, Iowa

' Inidia, which is believed to be aio than Quinine ; and the alkaloids
uOn, unquestionably produce favor-luences which can be obtained from

its Superior efficacy as a tonic and
tas the following advantages whichUs value to physicians -

he full therapeutic influence of Sul-in the sane doses, without oppress-
a) creatinu nausea, or producing

,.as the Suîpbate cf Quinine Ire-
It produces much less constitutional

great advantage of being nearly
oster is very slight, and not un-
est sensitive or delicate woman or
Wy ; the price will fluctuate with the
ris; but will always be much lessOf Quinine.
dications not met by that Salt.

Middleburg, Pa.,
ýannot rApril 3, 875.renrainfrn giving ou

C1Nc HoQUîNNE~.-
en ye, ho i r CINco-QUININE in my practice has given the bes

With a drug store have used Quinine C . fresults, being in my estimation lar superiorto Sul-
as arper re maenued Quinie thate of Quinine, and has many advantages over the

in the gal ro medea by have P G. INeALLs, M.D.
last four or five years I have used ulphate. Northampton, Ma2s.

Your CINCHO.QvlYINain paeo
ave nc -iNINE in place of Vour CINCOqUININE a aVe used with marked

n en disappointed Mn m succesm mI prefer it in every way to the Sulphate.
success..D. MAccAy, M.D., Dallas, Texas

y a a 05 rec, asnple package, for trial, containing ffty grains of CINCHo-QuININEN on reclptcf tWonty-fi o Conta., or

d of One dollar and sixty cents, post paid. pe i amoating to oe hundrd

5.%o paid. Spca priceser4mio i WE MANUFACTURE CHEMICALLY PURE SA LTSiron,Le
oLium, Antimony, Barium, Bromine, Bismuth, CerUi, a , Ze, etcManganese, Merury, Nickel, Phosphorus, Potassium jiVer, affication.

AW Price List and Descriptive CataloguepirH lshed uPo ap Olc

]ILINGS, CLAPP & Co., Manufacturing Chemists.
(SUCCESSORS To JAMES R. NICHOLS & CO.)

BOSTON, MASS. ___________

®e Willing & Willam.on'cs Advertisgement of New KeMeal~ w e-~ ~ 3

9 I*#uaßl Mournal of %Neditai and $gatta, *eite,t
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MOLLER'S
PUREST NOWEQîAN GOD-.VEft Ott.

Dm BuacHas, Physicien in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and NorwaYa
the very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."

ABBOs SMITH, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says:
easily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the Oth
oil are." Oe

DR. RUDDOCKS, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: 4 We are glad to be able to give 0e
phatic recommendation to so pure a preparation." 'gh

J. MARION SIx, M. D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almost daily, and
reason to be perfectly satisfied with it." i

Da. L. A. SAYaR, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an 011 hi '
fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished.'

N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: " It is remarkably free from impurities.'

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YO 4
Sole Agents for United States and C

FIRST PRER R ARTIFICIAL I»
SURGICA

AND

L APPLIAN CES. wU
o eor

&PPARATUS of every description made to order, for pars.
joint Disease, Weak Ankles, Club Feet, &o.

2ý144iý 1 ~jAME&S AUTUO0'go
Q1AP*&. 16 King Street East,

TORONTO, Sept. 17i'

I have mnuch pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, inge, 1104

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those

tured in any part of the world. H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S

DR REEVEPHYSIIANS
MEDICAL MAN wishes to retire, and dip'oe
which is worth from $4,000 to $6,000 per year ", 

CAN BE CONSULTED IN REGARD TO beautiful and proeperous towns in Ontario. Also, i
STORE, and Lese or Sell premises in connection F oTerm reasonable. Address " Doctor," care Dr.

DISEASES F TIRE EY& AND EAI Office, Toranto. M-- 11

At the Tecumseh House, London, ANOTHER GOOD OPE
AMEDICAL Man in an old settled district, wishes 0 io

On the First Saturday of every month. $3nanodseteddsrit0ws 0
Residence and Good-will of Practice, worth overY.co

The pro rty consists of One Acre of Land, on which a 1

Residence and Office, 22 Shuter, St., Toronto. House, Surgery, snd good Oui-Buildings There 18
kitchen garden, and some good fruit trees on the Pr icoo

For the address apply to the Editor of the CANADA

fo-
VIIo.

.
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S

flW MEDICAL WORKS.

0 G.&(IICT. Clinical Lectures and Essays, by Sir James Paget, Bart. Edited by Howard Marsh,

-lR.P.C.S.,e $5. 00.

S WÀG:NýR-Manual of General Pathology. For the use of students and practitioners in Medicine.

7aY Brnest Wagner, M.D., $5.50.

14OTHâ;--Genoral Surgical Pathology and Tberapeutics, in flfty lectures. A text book for

etQdents and physicians. Translated and revised from thesixth German'edition; by Chao.

h lackley, M.D., $5.00.

PLANS.-Five essays relating to the construction, organization, and management

fospitals. Contributed for the use of the Johns Hopkin's lospital of Baltimore, $6.00.

REN & KEYES.-Diseases of the genito-urinary organs, with Syphilis. With ongravings

d cases, $5.00.

%Medical Thermomety and Human Temperature. By E. Sequin, M.D., $3.50.

ýÀLý'Dental Pathology and Surgery. By J. A. Salter, M.iB., F.R.S., $4.50.

*ÀYLOiUR.Syphilitic lesions of the osseous system in infants and young children. By R W

aylor, M.D., 62.50.

G.4.0 .. Determinatiop of the refraction of the eye, by means of the ophthalmo5copG, 500. net.

tO &8 Lectures on the respiratory organs, heart and kidneys. By A. L. Loomis, MD. $5.00.

-00 handbook of Therapeutics, By Sidney Ringer, M.D., 4th ed., $4.U

WILLING & WILLIAMSON,

12 King Street East, Toronto.

déhh.-
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CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S
APPARATUsES FOR

Atomization of Liquids for Inhalation, Local Anesthesia,
Y the Atomizer, any medicated liquid may be converted into the fineet spray. In this state it may be inhaled into the

air-cells, thus opening a new era in the treatment of all diseases of the throat and lungs. (Fig. 15).
It consists of the sphere-shaped brasa boiler A, steam outlet tube B, with paclo

formed to receive rubber packing through which the atomizing tube D passes, s'
ID and hy neans of which tubes, of various sizes, may be tightly held against any force 0'

by screwing down the cover while the packing is warm; the safety-valve E, capable o
tion to high or low pressure by the spring or screw in its top, the non-conductinlg bou

N which the boiler may be lifted while hot, the medicament cup and cup-holder G, the ?,C
Il, iron base 1 I, the glass face-shield J, with oval mouth-piece connected by the
K with the cradle L, whose slotted staff passes into a slot in the shield-stand MM
may be fixed at any height or angle required by the milled screw N.

G H The waste cup, medicament cup and lamp are held in their places in such a$IP
that they cannot fall out when the apparatus is carried or used over a bed or o d

All its joints are hard boldered. It cannot be injured by exhaustion of a
any attainable pressure of steam. It does not throw spirts of hot water, to fra

s scald the patient. le compact and portable, occupies space of one-sixtb
only, can be carried from place to place without removing the atomizing tubli

z water, can be unpacked and repacked without loss of time. Will render t
service for many years, and is cheap in the best sense of the word. Price

Fig. 15. The complete Steam Atomizer. parts, nickel plated, additional $2 50 Neatly made, strong black walInut
convenient handle, additional $2.50.

B The most desirable band apparatus. Rubber warranted of
A quality. Valves imperishable, every one carefully fitted to its seat

perfectly in all positions. The bulbe are adapted to all the tubes a
us for Local Anæsthesia in Sur ical Operations, Teeth Extraction *t

F halation. Price $4.00. Each of the above Apparatus is supplied W
C carefully made annealed glass atomizing tubes, and accompanled '

ections for use. %sf
S F D Every steam Apparatus is tested with steam, atvery high pressaIr b

E O STLEF apparatus is carefully packed for transportation, and warranted pe
HAND BALL APPARATUS, (Fig. 5, without shield) witb two glas t

THE BOSTON ATOMIZE with two glass Atomizing tubes 2
Fig. 5. Shurtleff's Ato:uizing Apparatus. " TREMONT 4." " ·· d

Pat. March 24, 1868. GLASS ATOMIZING TUBES, to fit any of our Apparatus, warrant ..
perfect.............. ... ... . ........................................................................... .......--- . l

PERFUME ATOMIZER. nickel plated, for toilet use . . .
SILVER SPRAY " " .. .................. t

2

NICKEL PLATED TUBES, for Local Anuesthesia and for Inhalation .. .. .. .. ........ .. .. . .. . .. .......... 75- 
RBIGOLENE, for Local Anæesthesia, best quality, packed............................--'
NASAL DOUCHE, for reating diseases of the Nasal Cavity, eight different varietie, each with two nozzles packed $

$1.50,2.00, 2. 50 
N.B.-To save collection expenses, funds should be sent with the order, either in form of draft, post-office order, or re.

etter. 1;Y For complete illustrated price-list of Apparatus, Tubes, &c., see pamphlet. - ther
Will send by mail (post-paid), on application, a pamphlet containing two articles, by distinguished foreign au

'Inhalation of Atomized Liquids," with formulS of those successfully employed. Also, an article by Dr. L. W. Thud.icht'1s W
C.P., on "A New Mode of Treating Diseases of the Nasal Cavity," with his formule. Also an illustrated descriptiof
Apparatus for the above purposes, and for producing Local Anuesthesia by Atomization of Rhigolene.

Instruments made to order, Sharpened, Polished, and Repaired.
An Illustrated Catalogue of Surgical and Atomizing Instruments sent by mail, postpaid, on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers and Importers of Surgical and Dental InstruwOlO5.

13 and 15 TREMONT STREET,Bo

H. J. ROSE, corner Queen and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Agent for the Instruments, also the Pamphlet mentioned•

.E CENTRAL PHARM.E BG
MANUFACTURER OF

SUIRGIC.AL Che mitrx an degi0 0
AND)D i;o

ORTHOPŒDICAL INSTRUMENTS, t

109 SOUTH EIGHTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA. borner of Queen and Elizabeth Streeta, Torot

A.VE on band the following new remedies WhiOl1

Aspirators, Axilla Thermometers, Hypodermic Syringes, s
Nelaton's Catheters, Plaited Satin Sewing Silk for

Surgical purposes, Hawksley's Metallie Cincho-Quinne, Mono-Bromid a
Stethoscopes, Elastic Stockings, Guarana, Jaborandi. arid,

Apparatus for Club Foot, Croton-Chloral Hydrate, SalicY A
Bow Legs, Spine &C., &C., &C. for

Diseases, &0. Special attention given to Piysicians'pre50riP
Office use, sncb as Elixirs, Fluid Extras

Illustrated Catalogue and Price Li.t sent on application. Pil , Syrups, etc.
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Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
L4cTo-PHOSPHATES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

004OMild Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
4 Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonie.

aat preparation combines with a sound Sherry
a" ad Aromatics, in the form of an agreeable cor-

fion ®. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate

'te, CÏ. gr. of Alkaloid8 of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
Ahe Onine, and /ifteen drops offree Phosphoric Acid to

fases convalescing from adynamie fevers, in ail condi-

0 e raved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
.e d00, in nervous prostration from mental and physical0 0n,' dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotie or anSmic
l'and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,

e combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
egn taken for a protracted period without becoming

1 ant to the patient.
yn Strchnine is indicated the officinal solution of the

acop ufPia may be added, each fluid drachm making the
a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable

1!isaion ln dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
u pnnd is prepared with great care, and will be main-

standard purity and strength. Prepared by
T. B. WHEELER, MONTREAL, D. C.

BYALL DR UGGISTS.

1ectroMedical Instruments
I.

and Batteries.

'ELMEMMINC & T A LBOT,

Io' 814 ILBERT STREET, PHILA DELPHIA.

NG largely increased our manufacturing facilities,
ateare now prepared to furnish the finest work, with

iMprovements, on reasonable terms.

le Galvanic, Faradic, and Caustic Batteries, with
r aPPlying apparatus. and Electrodes and Conduc-

o eir varieties, constantly on hand.

p ts made for the erection of permanent batteries in
colleges, and private offices.

ce PPly of Electro-Medical Books always in store.
"iIctions by mail promptly attended to. Send for

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholes&le and Retail Dealers in

D R tUS, CHEMI1CALS, T RUSSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRjeTO 0F DAvIDs' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN'S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREET EAST, TORONTO.

Surgeon's pocket Case for SaIe-cheap.
t Case, entirely new, contailing tihe followin

Surgeon snPetSlv Catter, a ti fenale combined, an

A'qi HoBider, CurVed Bistoury, Probe Bistour stunlt-iveCahermlendy, Scalpel, Tenotom3
Caustie 10Let, Ilar iltoi's Artery Forceps, Expli•rifg Needle

Krife, G L air of Scissors, 2 Silver Probes, 6 Need es, Sken

G;roovge Directr Pa8.
Silk, &s price $18.

AddresS M.D., y lLANCIT " Office, Toronto.

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFACTURER OP

SURGICAL AND DENTAL
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHBD 1837.

.ubseriber would again remind the M.dieal and
Dna r S tht he tiU continuel to manufc-

ture bis celebrated Isistragnilnts, in ail the various branchus

Assiduous attention to the details of the business, which

an experience of thirty-five years bas afforded, has enabled

him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
regards their quality and adaptation to the purposet

for which they are intended, a desideratum which will be
appreciated by ail wishing to purchase Instruments, that

are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

AS.PIRATrOR8
(A new Instrument.)

No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted......$25.00
Aspirator, No. f " ...... 18.00

Aspirator, No. ...... 12.00

Ail the Latest Improvements and Novelties.

Al orders entruted to his care will be promptly attended

to. atalogue furnished on application.
HORATIO G. KERN,

Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Ph-kladelphia.
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* * * * Sugar-Coated Pills are more soluble than Gelatine or Compressed Pills.-Prof. Remingtlofs

read before Ainerican Plarmaceutical Association, Boston, 1875.

WARNER & CO'S

PHOSPHORUS is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nerVou80r
tem, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases:

LAPSE OF IMEMORY, IMtPOTENCV, SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN, L'o
OF NERVE POWER, PHTHISIS, PARALYSIS AND NEURALGIA.

The Pilular form has been deemed the most desirable for the administration of Phosphoius. It is in a perfect tto
subdivision, as it is incorporated with the material while in solution, and is not extinguished by oxidatiOni. ted i

This method of prqaring Phosphorus has leen discovered and brought 10 PERFECCTION by us, and is thus preseut $
its elementary state, fiee from repiisive qualities, which have so long militated against the use of this poteU .¡1
valuable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under ail circumstances the adIO
tration of Phosphorus should be guarded with the greatest care, and a perfect preparation only used r0

Its use in the above named complaints is supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fis'' t
Berlin, Dr. Eames (in the Dublin Journal), Dr. Burgess and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treat 1hot tindicated in these cases ÈI-1st. Complete rest of mind, especially abstention from ail occupations resembli0. If
upon which the mind has been overworked ; 2nd. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in.l
painful, which the patient might select ; 3rd. Tranquility to the senses, which expressly give in these cases .5
rect impressions, putting only those objects before them calculated to soothe the mind ; 4th. A very Dou
diet, especially of shell-fish 5th. The internal administration of Phosphorus in Piluzar form,prepared byR. WARNER 4- CO. 3

W PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST OF PRICES. à
Price Pe iO0

Pil Phosphori, 1-100 gr. in each, . .
Pil Phosphori, 1-50 " . . . 0
Pil Phosphori, 1-25 i " . .
Pil Phosphori Comp.

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ext. Nue. Vomicæ, j gr. 0
Pil Phosphori, et Nucis Vomicæ, . .

Phosphorus, 1-50 gr. Ext. Nue. Vomico, j gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri, et Nue. Voiî. .9

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Ext. Nue. Vom., J gr.
Pil Phosphori, et Ferri et Quinli, .

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr. Quinia Sulph., 2 gr.
Pil Phosphori et Ferri et Nue. Vom. et Quinoe,

Phosphorus, 1-100 gr. Ferri Carb. (Vallet) 1 gr.
Ext.Nuc. Vom., 1-8 gr. Quinia Sulph., 1 gr.

Treatise on " PHOSPHORUS; Its claims as a therapeutic agent."
Furnished on application. Address,

WILLIAM R. WARNER & 00., Manufacturing ChemsU
No. 1228 Market Street, Philadelphia.

Warner & Co's Standard Preparations for sale by
ELLIOT & CO., Wholesale Druggists,

ToROoIro,
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HIARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMNT-BOsTON, MASO.

Ninety-Third Annual Announcelment, 1876-77.

W FACULTY OF MEDICINE: M.D., Assis't. Prof. of Physiology,
EW ELIOT, LL.D., President. HENRY P. BOWDITCR, M.D., Assin'tror of Anaomy,

S.LLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean. CHARLESI.trTr MDSurgery.
JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. nd I. KNIGHT, M.D., Instructor in Percussion,

y • HLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. FREDERICnstator an Lry .

E. M M.D, Pofesor0f urgry.Auscultation and LrYngOsco(Py.41 d IGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. AL s WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.
Md Y R NGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetri s REOINALD R. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Patholo-

ANCIg~~~~~ ~~~ edclJrsrdne isLRC RDSON, M.D., Instructor in Clinicale4 " Mdbal Jurisprudence. gaL. natOm
eINOT M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theory WILLIAM L.iAni

ad Practice'of Medicine. ObS sWHT Ja., M.D., Instructor in Histology.
R EYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics. THOMAS DWWOOD M..,A

•- W1ILLIAMS MD., Prof. of Ophthalmology. EDWARD S. BEA, M.D., Assistant e mar of

.CHIEVR, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Surgery. WRD
WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology. A .HBLLS, M.D., Istt i emistraty. of

•EDS'.. Prof. of Materia Medica. WILLI mY
BEM.D., Prf fMtraMdc. WILLIAM B. RIILLS, M.D., Instructor in Chemistry.

RGE Other Instructors
g . F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.

e1" W. DRAPER, M.D., Lecturer on Hygiene.

THE FOLLOWING GENTLEMEN GIVE SPECIAL CLINICAL iNSTRUCTION

JOANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTR, JR-, •D i

J&M] O. GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., in Otology
ES R. CHADW ICK, M.D., and WILLIAM H. BAKER, M.D., iu Diseases of Women.

8 &RLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., and JOSEPH P. OLIVER, M.D., in Diseases of Children.

L G. WEBBER, M.D., and JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., in Diseaes of te reciatins clinical teaching

l aan of Study was radically changed in 1871.* Instruction is now gien by lectures, eptember 28,1876, and enda on

44 ractical exercises, distributed throug(hout the academic year. This yea is Se

lt eednesday in June, 1877; it is divided into two equal terms, either of which is more than equivaent to the former

S e on," as regards the amount and character of the instruction. The course ntronessiv en gretem-

belal , "0 as to extend ovrtreyas n a ens ragdas tcarry the student progressively and system-

ta ' foa over three years, ad as been arranged t anatomy, histology, chemistry, and

ath One subject to another in a just and natural order. In the subject s of anato

nsgical anatoy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, or added to, the uuai methods of instruction.

ertastead Of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the three
thro period Of study, a series of examinations on all the main subject af medical instruction has been distributed

PRbd 
ah jtsatis.factorY examinatiun lu every one of

pri the Whole three years ; and every candidate for the degree must pas5
cpal departments of medical instruction during his period of study.

PO DIVISION OF STUDIES.

P the Pirst Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.o ia Anatomy, Clinical Medicine, Surgery and

hital the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathologica

1P,. S urgery. ticeedca ofmsty Medicineo Clinical Medicine, Surgery and
y4bie theThird Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine,

8of Sugr rfcecy. Students who began their
P rSt urgery.

es dents are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficis whoSapplyforwadmissin theth

eto alal studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advauced standingbut o apply for admission to the

a,*8iý thir year' mustc 
te se

l nd year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the

At Examinations are held in the following order:-
the endlof'tfirst year-Anatomy, Physiology and general ChemdistrYh g Anatomy.

secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, an of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, and

third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and P thofgicAn atMdi n

te Surgery. i tember 27th. Students who do not intend

o e 'nations are also held before the opening of the School, beginningrSepfon term or more. Any student may

ta hemselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the cousc

Sithout an examination, a certificate of his period of connection with rfe ; must have studied medicine three

e e ENTs FOR A DEGREE.-Every candidate must be twentyoe yassed the required examinations, and have

ebted, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have p

t edr ola tesis. h raduates of Medicine, additional facilities
fOestrscu FOR GRADUAT.-For the purpose of affording to those already G s ia i e , te Faclths

%et igclinical, laboratory an*te tdoi luc sujcts as inyspeciaîîy interest them, the Faculty has

ta n ae, and other studies, such suje Medical Chemistry, Pathological Anatomy,

l d a course which comprises the following branches :--Physioogy> , Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyscho-

1e0l ' bAuscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, otology, ygie,

81 S odicine, Electro-therapeutics, Gynæacology and Obstetrics. he privilege of attending any of the other

e gle branches may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee adls the rights accorded by the Universily

*lb of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, andoai ther ee o by the University,

>i11 b0 granted Graduates of other Medical Schools wbo may desire tobtain the degree of M.D. at this Univ

adittd to examination for this deree after a year's study in the, Graduates' Course.

re X--For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200 ; for one Tern alonorses sucb fees as are specified lu the Cata-

14e. the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120 ; and for single cou

e Payment in advance.
artrers of any one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatilous lu any other

p eut without paying additional fees.
further information, or Catalogue, address FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylston, Street, Boston, Mass.

n and after September, 1877, an examination on entrance wilî be required. For particulars se catalogue.
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the at4ention of the Profegenerany, to some of the later preparations brought out in England the purity, and Unstrength of which can be guaranteed.

GENUINE
PANCREATIO EMULSION and PANOREATINe

The reputation of these preparations is now so thoroughly established, that they may be said to be theonly remedies of the description recognized and prescribed by the leading members of the MedicalProfession. No mali portion of their po ularity is to be ascribed to the fact, that they are palatableto the moat fastidious, ke. pgood in 71l ci imates, and are readily miscible in water, miik, &o. In ailcases where Cod Liver Oi fails to afford relief, or cannot be retained by the stomach, PancreaticEmuision and Pancreatine are the only renedieg to supply its place, increasing weight, and ensuringstrength and appetite; whilst in many cases they prove a most valuable adjunct to the Oil, which they

PANC REATINE W INE. A most pleasant vehicle for administering Cod Liver Oil, withif shaken, it readily forms an Emulsion. This preparatiO 10,lprescribed by itself will be found to be a powerful assistant to digestion, and as a remedy for this purpose isused in England. g ,r

PANCREATISED COD LIVER OIL: A reliable combination of Pancreatine «
PEPTODYN, the New Digestive Digests ail kinds of Food-the FARiNÂCEous FC O yRUIPEIP ODY , t e Ne Die 9and OLEÂQINOUS, (being a combination of 'tbeactive principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatic, &c.) Of

Five grains of the Powder digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of 0iBEST FOOD FOR INFANTS As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and 8
digested Food, has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the faltacy and danger ofStarch, in the form of Corn Flour and other kigh-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, containing the highest amount of nouri0h!oin the most digestible and convenient form. 

]i
DATURA TATULA, for Asthma and Chronic BronchiRecommended by the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of short and difficult brea'thotspasmodic coughing, &c. Grown only by Savory and Moore, and prepared in all forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAN, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the Principal Druggists in the DoriWholsal ofMesrs L MAN CLRE and America.

THE VOLTAIC
ARMADILL O.

AN ELECTRO-MA GNE TIC REMED Y FOR NER-
VOUS DISEASES.

ALWAYS SAFE. ALWAYS READY FOR USE.

~LO~ ANKLO
ARM 14ED
&AND KNE BAND

No Shock or Unpleasant Sensation experienced, but a
constant Electric Current, Stimulating the Nerves, Re-viving Circulation, renoving Congestion, Pain and Sore-

NEw YoRK, July 14, 1875.
Dear Sir:- I have used your Arniadillo Waist Band

in to cases of nuscular Rheuinatisi, with entire sue-

cess. 1 shall, voith gruat pleasure, try it iii similar casesiii the future. Yours, etc.,

CHARLEs E. HACKLEY, M. D.,
" 47 West 31st St."

.......and nany Physicians of high repute, and sone within ourown knowledge, testify to the beneficial use of Electro-Magietisn bysuch means as Mr. SEIBERT has ingeniously deyiged, and whieh wethink worthy of attention."-Sanitarian, May, 1875.
It is flexible, easily applied, and perfect ftting to every part of the

'B. J. SEIBERT, Proprietor, 819 Broadway, cor.
12th Street, New York.

send for Pam4pMet.

John Reynders & 00
(Late of Otto & Reynders.)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York
(UNDER TIIE COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND ygRGE4

Manufacturers and Imporgt

SURGICAL
AND

Orthopædical Instrutt

SELE NS

AND

ANATOMICAL

PREPARATIO14S'

The Maitfacture and Inportatio0 0
article used by Physicians and Surgeons our Specialtie•

Our Illustrated Catalogue and F'' e.
mailed on application, enclosing twelve cents for postSe
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CA D in those cases in which the pedicle is long and the

T E CANADA LANCET. vessels of the pedicle large, since it insures all
safety, so far as the pedicle is concerned, against

A MONTHLY JOURNAL OF internal hemorrhage and suppuration ; but it labors
on1,- under the disadvantage that where the pedicle is
ho- IEIDICAL AND SUIRGICAL SCIENCE. short it is difficult of application; it pulls the uterus
Kts. ________________ out of place, disturbs the pelvic organ s, and fre-

e TORONTO, NOV. IST, 1876. No. 3.quently gives rise subsequently to uncomfortable
î dragging sensations in the lower portion of the

___________________________________ abdomen and in the pelvis. The second class of
b îy ;treatment in which the pedicie is returned into the

i15 N THE TREATMENT OF THE PEDICLE pelvic cavity obviates these objections, but is more
Vil AFTER OVARIOTOMY.* prone to the dangers of internai hemorrhage and

~ ~. ~suppuration. Cases imperatively demanding this
W. STRANGE, M.R.C.S., ENG.; F.o.S., LOND.; method are those in which the pedicle is very

TORONTO. short and where the ovarian tumor is almost sessile,ishort 
ii to speak, to the uterus. The plan adopted by

out ofie plce disurb thet pelvi orga sro and fre-

ot e surgeons in these cases is to secure the pedi-
ity; oto1 y asno JUstifiabl by ail surgeons a e byt trnfxig with a strong siik or hempen

dragging snstins ithelwrprino h
me;~adoe and1 in theiial pelvis. The second class, oft

Reg.e oeaininsial css u ligature, or by silver wire, tying both halves tightly,

'Itreatment ineatv whic theogig pedc ise retrnd itoth

ipavorn ron cutting the ends off short, dlosing up the abdominalt e rian the life of the unfortunate sufferer from incision, and trusting to Providence that the liga-

thea< "Iimtet disease, and as the treatoent of the pedicle ture or wire may do no harm. The risks in ti

th f t difference exsting in the mode case are, first, that the ligature or wire may slip

1io41  OPtration in the hands of different srgeons, I over the end of the pe.dicle and fatal internai

lofer have v1entured to bring before your notice a brief hemorrhage ensue ; or, secondly, that danger hav-i dee oofPa.ivi synopsis of the various methods em ng been escaped, that their presence may excite
ity' ot 1 d i sroesron the medicte after the tutthor p
ne y a reognize inflammatory action; and, thirdly, that the disin-S erio yrimpeve fortegration and sloughing of the constricted end of

the ora the life of brth unfortunate feefrmicioadtuintoPvdnethtthe liga-

r tisase, of treatment ao f iase the irst he pedicle may cause a collection of pus to accu-

2s poit of eat ren intt cae the mdrst ulate, for whch there i no egress. Another

lent ;, eatin the modes of treatment by leaving the plan of interna treatment is to secure the end of
•nt for ave pe l overid the end ofthbpdcomadiaalineraLOde at the pedicle by a strong ligature, silk, hemp, or

"" hsb eioretng, tebpediclte afte the tumre ifamtraatot-n, hrltattedsntheSecndembacig he ode oftret-whipcord, and ailow the end of the ligature tothFetaoPted when the pedicle is returned into
%h -e sake of breit se th e scape through the abdominal incision. This plan

Ce ac reatmint the fidstcl thepedicb is open to most of the objections just enumerated,
n ext re d ode tem ab a yy but is a decided advance in treatment in ths res-

fos;t Wtels dclamp, by callipers of various pect, that in case of internal collections of puse a Or by transfixing the end of the pedicle with and debris frow the extremity of the pedicle to

th"epedlvited when th pasedeisrtnditoscp through the aboinliniin.Tispa

at e h y ligature serves as a guide for its discharge exter-
P Spcf the abdominal incision and transfixing the

fedicle betab he walls, does the double duty f nally. The principal objection is that in some
. Preven the of cases, recovery is greatly retarded on account of

i aetie cl e note pedicle, and at the the ligature remaining firmly attached to the pedicle
O., incisi U osmg the lower part of the abdominal for three or four weeks or even longer. This per-

ateve e rationale of these plans is the samne sistence is, I believe, due to the fact of too much
4 hemorrhage frhod is employed, viz., the arrest of tissue having been taken up by the ligatures or by

àso preention from the pedicle by pressure, and the their not having been drawn sufficiently tight.
his cls ono its return within the abdomen. Time, however, ultimately triumphs, the ligatures

Da nent possesses great advantages come away, but not before having caused consid-
fta ore the Canadian Medical Association in Toronto, Aug. r876. erable delay and annoyance, especially to those

1
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patients who have left their homes to be near their Keith, and the late Dr. Tanner. The latter lamen- Serve, t

surgeon. There remains another method which, ted gentleman, in his " Practice of Medicine," that the

I believe, will ultimately be adopted by surgeons fifth edition, published in 1865, when treating of cauteriz

as the safest, most rational, and at the same time this subject, says : " Mr. Baker Brown has recentlY Case

the neatest way of treating the pedicle. I allude resorted to the use of the actual cautery ; and I Wonan

to its division by means of the actual cautery for cannot but think that if this plan works well oti sPend n

which the profession is indebted to the late Mr. further repetition, it will supersede all others. Could g<

Baker Brown. As I have not yet met with the Of the unsuccessful cases in Mr. Baker Brown's lodgings

records of any case of ovariotomy performed in series, I have the notes of the operation and post- Catame,

Canada in this manner, I will briefly describe its mortem of three which proved fatal in the Londo" 1865, ui

application. As soon as the tumor has been Surgical Home for Women. 'uches ,

brought fairly outside the abdominal incision, a Case No. i.-M. R., æt. 25, unmarried. Cata- easily b

clamp is applied to the pedicle. A cautery iron menia always regular. Her health had been per- been di

heated just short of white heat is pressed back- fectly good till three years ago, when pain in the Pedicle,

wards and forwards against the pedicle until it left side first came on. The swelling has lasted losed.

gradually burns its way through its thickness. The only seven months. Seven weeks before admissiotn after the

clamp is then removed gradually, care being taken the tumor was tapped but rapidly refilled. Il 90 hourc

to see that no hemorrhage occurs on its removal, February, 1865, under chloroform, an incision was exanina

and the pedicle is allowed to slip back into the made disclosing several adhesions between the the 'oW

pelvic cavity. The extremity of the pedicle shows peritoneum and the front and sides of the tumor found.

no evidence of having been cauterized beyond an which were divided by actual cautery. The tumor ted toge
eschar, which looks like a fine hair; there is no was then tapped and sixteen pints of fluid removed, Serum w
irritating ligature or wire to give rise to inflamma- when it was found to be further adherent to the Pedicle 1

tory action ; there is no strangled extremity to left iliac crest, to several inches of the sigmoid secondai

slough and cause suppuration ; and actual expe- flexure, to the meso-rectum and bladder. These Phied, ti

rience in more than one hundred cases has shown adhesions were divided by actual cautery as far as The righ

that there is not the least fear of secondary hem- practicable, and in all twelve patches were seared- Other or

orrhage. If hemorrhage occurs at all it will take One bleeding vessel, however, deep down betweei Case

place immediately the clamp is removed, and while the uterus and rectum, which could not be reached. ceased t

the pedicle still remains outside the abdominal either by actual cautery, or for the purpose of liga' onts t

incision, and if it does take place then, which is of ture, was suffered to remain patent, partly in co' Chlorofo

very rare occurrence, it can be immediately arrest- sequence of the severe loss of blood already an incis

ed by a ligature. Statistics are proving that the undergone and the exhausted state of the patient, Were fo
rate of mortality by this treatment is less than that and partly because it had ceased to bleed before - oPaque

by any other. Of fifty consecutive cases treated the operation was completed. The pedicle having dolninal
in this way by the late Mr. Baker Brown, forty-five been also divided by cautery was then returned tO SIriall ad
recovered, bringing the rate of mortality to ten the cavity and the wound closed by silver sutures- Was sepa:

per cent. More recently, Mr. Alexander Keith of I The patient died twenty-seven hours after the Cle, but,
Edinburgh has excelled even this brilliant record, operation, exhibiting symptoms of internal heil' arteries
having had forty-six recoveries out of fifty consec- orrhage during the last five hours. On carefUî cystic dis
utive cases treated in this manner, thus bringing post-mortem examination, the pelvis was found tO which w,
the rate of mortality down to eight per cent. contain about a pint of nearly pure blood, the taining t
Supported by this splendid success, and backed source of which was traced to the site of adhesio low peri

by our own experience when associated with the to the meso-rectum, to which it was found imprac Ctunbed 1
late Mr. Baker Brown, I have every confidence in ticable to apply the hot iron. Signs of comne' rnorte.

bringing the treatment of the pedicle by actual l cing peritonitis were also present. As this WO Perito
cautery under your notice to-day, and most heartily the first case in which we nad an opportunity o SIght ad
recommendipg a trial of it by all ovariotomists in making a post-mortem examination after the pedy tair1ing a
this country, endorsed as it is by such distinguished cle and adhesions had been divided by act"w escaped

surgeons as the late Mr. Baker Brown, Mr. Alex. cautery, it is of great practical importance to Oi which wa
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Serve, that no one spot so divided gave way but These cases are to me most satisfactory evidencethat the hemorrhage was entirely from the spot not of the value of the actual cautery ; and where to

Casied N·these one adds the large proportion of recoveriesCase No. 2.-A. M., Ot. 45, single. A needle from operation after this method, I think I mayWndn, who, to use her own words, "has had to safely commend it to my brother surgeons. InSpend more money on lodgings than food, as she conclusion, allow me to suggest to the professioncould get no work unless she lived in respectable that it would be even an advance on this treatmentOdgings. Swelling first noticed 22 years ago. if we could show that the galvanic cautery couldCatamenia regular but scanty. On March 16th, be safely substituted for the actual cautery..865, under chloroform, a primary incision of fiveinches was made. The adhesions were few and
esily broken down. Ten pints of fluid having CASE OF IDIOPATHIC TUBERIFORM
been drawn off, the tumor was withdrawn and MELANOSIS.Pedicle divided by actual cautery and the wound
cloSed. A low form of peritonitis set in 48 hours BY JAMES CATTERMOLE, M.D., M.R.C.s., ENG.,
after the operation, which speedily carried her off LONDON, ONT.
90 hours after removal of tumor. On post-mortem Mrs. H., aged 38 years, six months advanced ine mination, a very imperfect attempt at union of her fourth pregnancy, discovered a small tumor ofthe lower part of the abdominal incision was pulpy consistence on the scalp, over the superiorted nd. Intestines were inflated with gas and mat- part of the right parietal bone. This was quicklyted together by recent lymph. A few ounces of succeeded by others in its immediate vicinity ;eirn were in the abdominal cavity, but the seared these little tumors gradually increased in bulk, andPedicle was perfectly free from any symptoms of finally coalesced, forming a large lobulated swelling.SecOndary hemorrhage. The heart was hypertro- Small tumors soon appeared on the rest of thePhied, the aortic valves thickened and puckered. scalp, also over the thorax, abdomen, and lowerOhe right lung was very adherent from old pleurisy. extremities, varying in size, from the minutestOther organs healthy. granule to that of a pea.Case No. 3--M. H., æt. 55, married. Has Her general health during the first four monthsCesed to menstruate for four years. Eighteen of the malady was but slightly impaired ; alvine andChlorof ago first noticed a swelling in abdomen. urinary discharges regular and normal. The skinCehloroform was administered July i 9th, 1866, and was unusually dry, and she felt rather weaker thanr incision of six inches made. No adhesions usual, but not more so than in former pregnancies.Wee found anteriorly, but four pints of fluid, At the usual period she gave birth to a fine, healthyOPaque and milky, were evacuated from the ab- child. The lacteal secretion was sufficient andsmal cavity. The tumor was extracted, and a healthy, and in less than a month she was able toSWIclll adhesion of the omentum exposed. This resume her domestic duties. The disease had nowclS separated, and the clamp applied to the pedi- existed four months in a very mild form, thus farCe, but, through failure of the cautery, two large progressing slowly, but in the fifth month, thearteries were tied by twine ligature. There was tumors over the whole surface increased rapidly inCytic disease of the omentum, two large layers of number and size ; a sense of constriction was nowWich were separated and formed a cavity con- felt in the thorax, with occasional pains, respirationtaining transparent fluid which was evacuated. somewhat hurried, and troublesome dry cough.cL ritonitis ensued, to which the patient suc- She felt a sense of oppression and fulness in thertem. the sixth day after the operation. Post- epigastrium, and the whole abdomen was somewhatraoerito No union of wound. There was gene- tumid. An impaired condition of the gastro-rai Peritonitis, with yellowish lymph and universal intestinal mucous membrane existed, causingSligig adhesions, the right side of the heart con- troublesome flatulency, with occasional vomitingtain a dot the left side empty. No blood had and some little diarrhœa.esaPed rP

Whc ror the seared surface of the pedicle From this period to the commencement of theWas not included in the ligature. tenth month of the disease, the morbid action had
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steadily advanced both externally and in the thoracic times its natural size, and its exposed surface

and abdominal viscera, yet notwithstanding this presented a dark livid appearance. In twelve

large amount of melanoid deposit, the woman con- weeks after the eye was first attacked, it was

tinued able to assist in doing her house-work- brought to this frightful condition-i.e., in the 13 th

During this month, however, the symptoms be. month of the general disease.

came more urgent ; her general appearance cachec- The tumors on the head had now attained the

tic; countenance care-worn and anxious; limbs size of hazel nuts, and formed large masses. Both

attenuated ; abdomen much larger than natural; mammæ were thickly studded, and a large lobu-

biliary and renal secretions too scanty ; pulse over lated mass extended from the right breast down to

90, small and hard ; extreme debility and languor the groin. On the left side of the body the tumors

followed. The secretion of milk gradually dimin- were smaller and less numerous. The inguinal

ished, and subsided completely by the end of De- glands were enlarged and surrounded with melan-

cember. The cough now became very trouble- otic nodules ; the deposits were large on the inside

some, the breathing uneasy and quick, but no of the thighs, but small about the legs and feet.

fixed pain in the chest ; in some parts the sound on The colour of these deposits was a bluish-black.

percussion was rather dull, with feebleness of res- On puncturing one of the tumors with a lancet

piratory murmur. The hepatic pains were also some black glossy substance, firmer than jelly was

more severe, putting on occasionally the character pressed out, which imparted to the skin a deep

of spasm; a tumified condition of the liver could black stain; this, however, was easily removed by

now be easily made out. a moderate use of warm water. In the submu-

On the exterior of the body, the tuberiform cous cellular tissue of the mouth and fauces there

masses increased in magnitude, and probably from were innumerable small deposits, one rather large

the impaction of small nerves in their structure, on the posterior pillar of the fauces and added

aching sensations were felt in different parts of the much to the difficulty of breathing from its proxi-

thickly studded surface. mity to the larynx. With this augmentation of the

The left eye now became involved, but apparent- disease, about the end of the i 5th month, the

ly not in the usual way, as described by Morgan respiration became stila more hurried and difficul t

and other writers, who hold that the disease in- cough troublesoe, with copious expectoration,

variably begins in the interior of the globe, where- occasionally tinged with blood. Hilowever bad

as in the case under consideration the conjunctiva this condition, a worse soon followed-the pul-

was the first part of the eye which received the monary parenchyma became more engorged, pro-

morbid deposit, and this near the inner canthus. ducing urgent dyspna ; in some portions of both

The whole membrane at first was bulguJg and loose, lungs respiration was inaudible, and of course so

resembling chemnosis, at first semi-transparent, but affected, a variety of abnormal sounds existed.
very soon the interstitital and vascular structures The liver reached below its costal boundary and

were injected with dark grumous looking fluid, attained such proportions as to fairly tilt out the
which gradually extended over the whole sclerotic ribs by its pressure.
conjunctiva (leaving the corneal portion free for a The patient by this time, (viz., 4th month of
time> and passing roun into the orbit, d, that the the disease,) presented a sad and unsightly appear

entire tutamina oculi became injected with the ance, with enlarged abdomen, wasted limbs, diso

melanotic fiuid, and enormously thickened and ganized eye, and tuberous exterior.
swollen. Three or four weeks elapsed before the Finally the chest symptoms increased in inteP

sight was much diminished, but the cornea eventu- sity, accompanied with copious expectoration Of
ally received its share of infiltration, and was com- blackish matter. Theehbrain also became impli

pletely cased over b pigmentary crust. cated and probably had to bear its share of oth

The melanotic deposit in the orbital cavity in- morbid deposit, as partial paralysis of the left ar"1

creased as to project the eyeball from between and leg occurred.

the lidsin the form of an irregular g sobular tumor Her sufferings were much increased by freque

with a staphylomatous bulging of the inferior hatf paroxysms of spasmodic dyspnoa, caused by the

of the sclerotica. The diseased eye was now three tumor in the fauces; deglutition and articulatiO
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Were rendered difficult by the same cause; finally
after remaining in this half-asphyxiated condition
Sone three or four days, she died.

I regret much that I could not obtain leave to
mlake apost mortem examination. The tumors on
the surface varied in firmness, from the consistence
Of jelly almost to the density of cartilage. No
exhtreme softening or sloughing occurred except in
te disorganized eye, from which, for three or four
ays prior to death oozed a dark thin sanies.

This peculiar disease has been regarded by
s authorities as mild and innoxious, except
fron the quantity of morbid material produced;
th 5 opinion is in a measure sustained by the abovecase, as not until there existed strong evidence of
torbid deposits in the parenchymatous structure

Of the viscera, did the health materially suffer, but
Sthese formations acquired bulk, it may be in-

ferred that the mechanical irritation became so
îIous as to be amply sufficient to destroy life
e'-pendently of any malignancy or deleterious

inciprinc.
di "e sui generis," common to carcinomatous

seases, amongst which it was ranked by Tanner
ard Other writers on the subject.

e4Ost writers agree in attributing the origin of
acelanosis to the accidental formation of carbon-
aceous pigment analogous to the colouring matter
0f the blood, that during the disease the system is

thi harged with carbon, but how or in what way
extraordinary quantity of carbonaceous sub-

de eis accumulated, has not been very clearly

fectiostrated, and whether it may depend on de-

the ve oxidation of the blood in its passage through
1ungs, or insufficient decarbonization occurring

froti other eliminating sources, is somewhat un-
rin

j he views of modern pathologists evidently
path'to the belief of the malignant nature of idio-pthic nelanosis; amongst the most prominent is

caet, who holds it to be medullary or encephaloid

Cent, Iodified by the deposition of black pig-
trIe. And Erichsen states that in microscopic

structure it resembles encephaloid, consisting of a
ce a With caudate, granular, and compound

a'tter Containing a large quantity of pigmentary
Th in granules, molecules, and masses.

iae treatment of the above case was simplyf latie- Could any one suggest a remedy ?

CASE OF LITHOTOMY-LATERAL
OPERATION.

BY V. A. BROWN, M.B., F.R.C.S.E., LONDON, ONT.

The idea has often, struck, me during my
professional career, how useful and advantageous a
practice it would be, not only for the profession at
large, but more especially for its younger members,
if all the various steps taken, and everything
actually done, at all difficult and dangerous
operations were at the time carefully noted down
and afterwards more generally given to the pro-
fession. Prompted by this idea and with this object
in view, I have written fully and exactly every step
in operating on the following case :-

The subject, an old resident of West Zorra, six
miles from Ingersoll, æt. 65, was the patient of Dr.
McCausland, of that town, who kindly handed
him over to me for operation, on the 3rd of August
last. He had suffered from urinary derangement
for the last twelve years, and had received as may
be supposed a variety of treatment, " old women,"
"Indians," and various " Pathies " having been in-
voked and tried at different times but without
avail. A calculus however, was never suspected
until Dr. McCausland sounded him two days ago,
when he readily detected one. He advised its
removal and the operation was at once assented to.
He is a small spare man, apparently just the one
for a dangerous operation; his bladder had been
for a length of time in a most unusually irritable
condition, so much so that he found it impossible
to retain any urine for the operation.

I was ably assisted by Drs. McCausland, Wil-
liams and Bowers, of Ingersoll, and Dr. Kains,
(resident surgeon of the London hospital.)

A purgative was given the day before, which
fully emptied the bowels in the norning. It was
found impossible to introduce a sound into the
bladder in consequence of its extreme irritability,
so that I was obliged to have recourse to a large
prostatic catheter which Dr. McCausland passed
after much patience and trouble. This readily
detected a large stone lying in the bas-fond of the
bladder.

In consequence of the bladder being so irritable
and consequently unable to retain any urine, it was
determined, in order to inject the bladder, to chlo-
roform him first, contrary to the usual custom of
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doing so after the staff has been passed and the wished, as I had designed in the plan which

patient tied up. Eight ounces of luke warm water had formed for the operation to be as limited as
were then injected into the bladder, but was not possible in incising the prostate, my finger being

retained more than two minutes. rather short, the prostate very much enlarged and bot}

He was then tied up, and the staff, (Markoe's, the bladder contracted, considerable pushing was

of New York,) grooved on its convexity, was found necessary before I could satisfactorily reach

readily introduced. It was placed in the hands of the stone, so that it might serve as a guide for the orf
Dr. Kains, with directions to keep it hooked introduction of the forceps.
firmly under the arch of the pubis, exactly in the The next step in the operation was the with-

mesial line and perpendicular to the body, which drawal of the staff and the passing in of the forceps, pres

he faithfully and efficiently carried out. The next (medium sized and curved). This was cautiously

step was to mark out the line for the external done along the upper surface of the finger, blades î

incision, viz., i4 inches in front of the anus horizontal, until they touched the stone, which was

and two lines to the left of the raphe of the found, as I have already stated, in the bas-fond o s

perineum, for the commencement, from which to the bladder behind the prostate and pressing 011 thar

a point midway between the anus and the left the rectum. By a little careful manipulation the

tuber ischii, for the line of incision ; this was neces- stone was secured and its withdrawal commenced' Wat
sarily only i Y inches long on account of the but after some steady traction and working to and to 1
narrowness of the space between the two tubera fro, similar to the use of the midwifery forceps, the to

ischii which measured only three inches. blades slipped off; a longer pair was then intro-

The forefinger of the left hand was then intro- duced, but the stone, after a most careful search-

duced into the rectum for the purpose of taking ing, could not be found, the bladder had evidently as t

the bearings of the staff and prostate gland, this I drawn it up and contracted upon it. The large de

found afterwards a most useful precaution. The catheter was again inserted by Dr. McCausland

knife (an ordinary scalpel) was then boldly plunged and after some searching it was found in the uppee

in a direction upwards and backwards towards the fundus, being held there by the contractile power5 be

staff to a depth of three-fourths of an inch ; it was of the bladder coats. These subsiding, it was sooO >

then carried downwards and outwards along the dislodged into its old situation and readily seizede

line marked out, shallower at the bottom. The but a second time its withdrawal, though manageô

point of the left index fingerwas next passed into the with more caution proved a failure, a- considerable

upper angle of the wound in a direction upwards portion of its surface being crushed off. Anothe

and forwards towards the staff which, from my attempt also was a failure. I then reluctantly

previous knowledge was readily found. Here concluded to enlarge the opening at the neck 0

some delay was experienced in satisfying myself the bladder. This I did by means of a 1oi4

that the point of the knife was in the groove which straight bistoury passed al-ng the finger, the bladt

was too wide and shallow for practical purposes. being held horizontally for fear of wounding the

When the necessary slit was made in the membran- rectum and the cutting edge turned towards the' i f.

ous portion of the urethra posterior to the bulb, ramus of 'the left. pubis. The smallest nick W h,

Sir H. Thompson's button pointed scalpel, was made, similar to division of stricture of a herni9i

immediately shoved into the bladder, its cut- the forceps was then reintroduced, and after w

ting edge being lateralised (as is so explicitly little manipulation the stone was again seized al s z
laid down in Erichsen,) so as to follow the line removed. It proved to be the triple phosphate. ev

of first incision. As there was no abrupt ter- weight, independent of what was lost, 390 g e
mination to the end of the groove in the staff, circumference, 44 in. by 34 in. on]

(another fault,) the point of the knife was brought The hemorrhage was unusually small. Ii1'O rna

up by the stone grating against it. It was then very diately after the operation the bladder was ve,
carefully withdrawn along the staff, finger still in syringed with luke warm water by means of for
situ; this was next pushed into the bladder, the Matisons syringe, for fear of the retention of ally ec
entrance into which was found to be sufficiently of the debris. He was then put to bed on 'Wh
large for its passage. This was exactly as I cloth; knees close together; no drainage tube ru
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k IOVAL OF THE RIGHT THYROID
GLAND.

W A. WILLOUGHBY, M.D., COLBORNE, ONT.

(Reported by J. A. Sinclair, Trin. Coll. Med. School.)

The subject was a young man of nineteen years

Thage, of healthy parentage, and good constitution.
e gland began to enlarge four years ago, and
ce then he has been constantly using remedies

Wite a view to prevent its growth and lessen itsSlze. Ilaving ascertained that he had been underWery available forn of treatment, as far as drugs
concerned, the Dr. advised excision as the

On y renedy that could hold out any hope of per-

Veryent cure. The gland increased in size but

for owly at first, and then remained stationary
grownout three years. Lately, however, it has

oWn so rapidly that it was three times as large
operated upon, as it was three months before.

lserted into the bladder in order to avoid fresh
irrtation. A large sponge was arranged under the
WOund, and a solution of bromo-chloralum >/3 to
2/3 water directed to be freely used all round him,
bOth on the sponge and under the bed clothes.

Diet to be farinaceous for two or three days ; i
gr. Pul- Opii. in the evening, to be repeated in four
or five hours if necessary.

4th. Had a very good night, complains of a little
Pain, supra pubis ; urine passing per wound; ex-
presses himself as perfectly comfortable.

Sth. Went to see him to-day, found his general
cOndition to be as favorable as could be desired.
P' 84. Slept well under an opiate, slight tender-
le2s over bladder to left of pubis ; says it is less
thani yesterday ; urine trickling nicely through
WOUnd; bladder was well syringed with luke warm
Water, and a small catheter inserted, with directions
to be rernoved in six hours, when the wound was
to be syringed with a permanganate lotion, grs. v.
' 3j., this was ordered as the odor was very

Oensive. Most particular injunctions were given
d to cleanliness, the issue of the case now really
clpending upon it.

The last report sent me at the end of three
*eeks was : Patient going on well, urine passing
y urethra. Every appearance that the operation

Prove a perfect success.

The following were the appearances as found
on examination previous to the operation:-

The neck was enlarged from immediately below
the chin down to the clavicle, and measured six-
teen inches in circumference. The gland felt

quite solid to the fingers and could be handled in
every way without giving the patient any pain. It
could be moved slightly on all sides except in-
ternally, near the isthmus, where it was more firmly
attached. The reason of this was seen while
operating, for the gland was found adherent to the
thyroid cartilage for nearly two inches. The
gland had grown so large, that internally it pressed
against the larynx so as to displace the pomum
Adami two inches to the left side. During the last
week or so the patient could not exercise rapidly
without being completely out of breath (as he
said), and in a full state of perspiration. The
pressure was increasing with the rapidly enlarging
gland, and the difficulty of breathing was becom-
ing so great that death from apnœa was likely
soon to resuit. Externally it was in close contact
with the common carotid artery, jugular and other
veins, all of which it had displaced considerably.
Anteriorly, several large superficial veins could be
seen, and the sterno-hyoid muscle distinctly traced
over it, towards the outer side. Posteriorly, it
pressed upon the pharynx and cervical vertebre,
and was firmly adherent to the larynx on the inner
side of this surface. Superiorly, the pulsations of
the superior thyroid were to be traced along most
of this side, and those of the subclavian below.
The skin was freely movable over the whole of the
gland, and although the gland itself was slightly
moveable, still it was attached to the sheaths of all
the adjoining structures. No fluid could be de-
tected upon the closest examination, and on mov-
ing the fingers carefully over its surface a glandular
unevenness could be felt-a circumstance which
told that there was very little, if any fluid in it.

Drs. Thorburn and Gould were present at the
operation ; the former administered the chloroform.
An incision was made, from a point to the right of
and a little below the upper surface of the right
thyroid cartilage, vertically to the clavicle, and
another incision to the right along the bone for
about four inches. The gland was carefully dis-
sected out and successfully removed, the operation
lasting about an hour. Very little chloroform was
used, and not more than eight ounces of blood lost.
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The wound was dressed soon after with a few

sutures, adhesive plaster, and bandage. The gland
was heart shaped and somewhat larger in size than

the human heart. It had a slightly glistening
appearance, and when cut, measured five and a
half inches in its long, and three and a half'in its

short diameter, and weighed one pound. There
was a very small quantity of fluid in which was a

small hard clot in the centre of the large end. Near
this were several hard nodules. The whole sub-

stance presented a solid glandular appearance.
The healing was rapid. On the sixth day after the
operation the patient said that he had enjoyed the
best night's rest he had had for two years. The neck
now only measured eleven inches in circumference.
The second week he was able to be around and

take out-door exercise.

SPONTANEOUS INVERSION OF THE
UTERUS.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.

SIR,-I have been induced to send you a report

of the following case fron the fact that, to me, it

was a rare one, having never heard or read of one

similar. In no obstetric work that I had perused

have I seen it stated that such an accident is at all

likely, or even liable, to occur.

About 4 p.m., on the 28th of last December, I

was hurriedly summoned to attend Mrs. C., æt. 24,
residing in the northern part of the township of
Belmont, sixteen miles distant from this village, and

who, I was informed, had been delivered of her

second child about noon the same day. The mes-
senger stated that the placenta had not been ex-
tracted ; that she was losing large quantities of
blood, and was still having most terrific pains,
much more violent than before the child was born.
Speedily equipping myself, and crossing Round
Lake on the ice to save time, I reached the scene
of trouble a little before 6 o'clock. I found the
patient exceedingly prostrated from excessive loss
of blood, although all hemorrhage had ceased
about an hour before my arrival, but still suffering
most violent pains, recurring at intervals of from
one to two minutes, and extending over a period of
two or three minutes. On examination, I found

the placenta almost entirely extruded through the
vulva, and apparently only requiring slight tractio
on the cord to complete its removal. The slight
traction, however, did not have the desired effect,

and only served to convince me that somethi1
unusual had happened. Passing in my hand fo'
the purpose of ascertaining the cause of the dii'
culty, I found the placenta firmly adherent over

space equal to about four square inches, to whatt
on still further examination, proved to be the 1'
verted fundus of the uterus. Two very severe

pains occurred while my hand was in the vagina,

and each time the placenta was pushed forward
and the uterine inversion became more nearly cot'
pleted. Having satisfied myself of the true coly
dition of affairs, and administered a stimulant and
anodyne draught containing one drachm of spt
ammon. arom. and forty minims of tr. opii-
proceeded, carefully, to remove the placent j
which, without much difficulty, I accomplishe&
the seat of the adhesion being easily reacheô'
Contrary to my expectations, what I anticipated
being the most serious difficulty-viz., replaci4
the inverted organ in situ-did not occasion muC¢
delay. By pursuing the method advised by Prot
White, of Buffalo, which I had become famili
with while a student in his class in 1864, the uterd'
gradually resumed its normal position, the opera
tion being completed by a little jerk, which quite
astonished me. The patient made a good recov
ery.

To those who may ask if the accident was n0t
produced by traction on the cord made by so0t ï

one previous to my arrival, I may say that oily
two women were present, in whom, from 10

acquaintance, I have every confidence; both
whom, also, are naturally timid, and very unlike 1
to interfere ; and they both assured me that thel
did nothing but cut the cord and remove the chilô'
The husband also, whom I have no reason to di9'
believe, assures me that he never left the roOO;I
until after my arrival, and that no interference to0o
place on the part of the women or himself. '
cord, too, was an unusually long one, and ther
fore not at all likely to drag while the child W
being removed. These facts, together with tM
peculiar action of the pain on the placenta, a,00

the progress of the inversion which I observeo
while making the examination, convinced me th
the case was one of almost complete inversio ute
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Produced solely by the efforts of the organ itself
to expel an adherent placenta.

Yours truly,
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S. P. FORD, M.D.

$g{cgd ggVticles.

GASIROTOMY FOR THE REMOVAL OF
A FORK FROM THE STOMACH.

By Dr. LABBE, Hopital de la Pitie.

a March 30, 1874, Lausseur, et. 18, swallowed
Plated fork the prongs of which he was holding

his teeth. This was a trick which he had
en done by mountebanks, and which he, at dif-

tha tirMes, had repeated with impunity. But on
a jeday, during a sudden movement provoked by

hke of one of his friends, the part which he held
Sa is teeth escaped him, and the foreign body
an d e ply in the larynx. Dr. Lepere was called

f th a long polypus forceps seized the prongsOfe fork; but in a moment of great pain, Laus-
bor Pushed him back suddenly, and the foreign

y sank deeper in the œsophagus.
lot saw Lausseur a few moments afterward; he was

Ch Ifféerig, and accepted his new situation rather
eerfuly. On the following day I made numer-

forkeXlorations to ascertain the presence of the
a In the stomach. Once only, with the aid of
so strument a renforcement du son (an œsophageal
tir, Carrying a very simple apparatus, transmit-

eSOLtnds), did I succeed in getting a positive
den •Fifteen days afterward Lausseur was sud-
InteY taken with gastric symptoms in the form of

of tWse Pains and repeated syncopes. At the end
u nty-four hours after this crisis a rather large

Curv appeared, corresponding with the greater
,a ature of the stomach; the end of each meal

ITarked by intense pains. A year passed,
Crng which he had intervals of great pain and
loW Parative comfort ; a part of the time he fol-
and his usual avocation ; but his health failed
Pron is sufferings became more urgent, and as the
the tß Of the fork could be distinctly felt through
sOrnet hned walls of the abdomen, he desired that
Afte ing should be done to relieve him.

We d onsultation with Profs. Gosselin and Larrey
aid ofcded upon surgical interference, first by the
intenaustics to determine adhesion between the
stonach surface of the abdominal wall and the
Nuero, and second, gastrotomy with the knife.

uapplications of Vienna Paste and Gan-
excessi Paste were made; but owing to the
tOok Piae rnobility of the stomach, no adhesion

The operation with the knife was next under-
taken. The stomach is accessible to surgical
operation only in a part of its anterior surface, in a
triangular space of which the base is inferior and
corresponds to the greater curvature, and the sides
are formed on one side by the lobe of the liver,
and on the other by the edge of the left false ribs.
The patient being under the influence of chloro-
form an incision four centimeters in length iwas made,
one tentimeter within, and paraliel to the left fase
ribs, the left extremity of which corresponded with a
transverse Une passing through the carilage of the
ninth rib.

Layer after layer was divided until I reached the
parietal peritoneum. With a small forceps, intro-
duced through the incision, I seized the anterior
wall of the stomach and drew part of it outside.
A thread was passed through the fold thus made,
and the fold held fast against the lips of the abdo-
minal wound. Then with a curved needle, I
penetrated the organ from without inward, issuing
from within outward through the abdominal wall
at about one centimeter from the borders of the
incision. I thus applied the visceral against the
parietal layer of the peritoneum to the extent of
one centimeter around the edge of the wound. I
attained this result with eight points of suture.

I now incised the anterior wall of the stomach
and penetrated within the cavity of the organ. 1
was then enabled, with my left index finger, to
feel the foreign body, and ascertain its position ;

NGoWood, September, 1876.

.6monc.-
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but I became at once convinced that the extrac- "The modus operandi consists in entering the
tion could not be easily performed, for the open- drill through a puncture made by a tenotome down p

ing in the stomach tightened around my finger and to the bone ; the depth of the soft parts is nO o

held it as fast as if within a vice. I then decided read off by means of the graduations ; then if it s
to throw the mucous membrane outward and fix it be desired to bore into the bone to the depth of an

to the periphery of the wound. From this moment inch, the drilling is proceeded with until the steel

on the operation became an easy one ; my finger has penetrated an inch further than the original
re-introduced served me as a guide, and with a reading. The ivory stilette is now filed ha/f wdY
long polypus forceps I seized the fork and removed through an inch from the point, and after beijlg
it. soaked in carbolic oil, is guided by its groove dowi'

Symptoms of peritonitis appeared, but these alongside the drill to the brink of the perforation
were quickly mastered by the use of a thick layer in the bone, from out of which the steel is neXt

of collodion on the abdomen and the use of iced lifted, the ivory slipped into its place, hammered,

champagne wine. The patient improved rapidly; and by a smart lateral movement broken off at the G

on the fifth day he was well enough to take solid filed notch. The operation is completed by with- ot

food ; he has since returned to his ordinary ah- drawing the remainder of the stilette and sealifig Pres
mentation, and finds himself in excellent health. the puncture with a bit of lint and plaster. 131 gagt
The wound is very small and the gastric fistula carefully following the foregoing details it will bc '11s(
which exists is very narrow and hardly permits the found that an inch peg is accurately placed in ap Corr

introduction of the little finger. The applications inch hole, consequently there is no portion of it on t

of this operation would be very limited were they projecting into the flesh, and of this we may be I1 e

reserved only for cases of foreign bodies in the certain by seeing before it is broken off, that the of t

stomach, but it seems to me that it might be really reading on the ivory at the surface of the skin tal' 4ow

utilized in taking up an idea presented and ably lies with the previous reading on the drill, both bc' 1ierý

defended by Professor Sedillot. This eminent ing graduated alike. A further object is secured trep
surgeon had indeed proposed to apply gastrotomy by the peg being grooved : a channel is thereb eet

in cases of insurmountable stricture of the æesopha- provided for the escape of fluids in the event O
gus and cardia, and to practice in such patients osteomyelitis being set up, thereby avoiding the laye

what he called a stomachal mouti, permitting life to danger and suffering caused by the damming up 10
be prolonged by introducing nourishment directly the bones of inflammatory fluids as would nece' Prei

into the stomach. sarily be the case were the peg solid." PO
The patient's health is now nearly perfect and This operation, as far as the manipulative detail5 abo

the gastric fistula is almost obliterated and allows are concerned, was successfully carried into effect ratl
only the passage of a small probe.- W Lancet. by Dr. Hils in the case of one of bis patien't

gentleman, æt. 35, who sustained a fracture of the
thigh at the junction of the middle and lower third4

NEW OPERATION FOR UNUNITED the result of a railway collision at Wigan on te ac

FRACTURES. 2 5 th of December, 1874. Unfortunately, owillo a«e
to some peculiarity of constitution, probably cn' Seri

In a brief pamphlet of eight pages, Dr. M. Hill, nected with the rheumatic dyscrasia, the operatO0 ti

of Bootle, Liverpool, gives the details of a new failed to secure the desired union ; this failure a
operation which he has devised for attempting to however, could not in any sense be attributed t

secure osseous union in ununited fractures. It is defect in the operation itself.
an ingenious modification of Diffenbach's opera- The case is one of great interest, illustrating s
tion for the same purpose-viz., the introduction it does the difficulties which may sometimes be nle the
of ivory pegs into the fractured surfaces. The with in practice in dealing with cases of fractUr to
method proposed by Dr. Hill is to drill the bones With the exception of some attacks of acute rhed he
and introduce the pegs through a small opening matism, the patient seemed to possess a gO' hea
made with a tenotome knife, performing the opera- sound constitution ; there was no history of e
tion as far as possible subcutaneously, and sealing cesses, syphilis, cancer, scurvy, or scrofula ; he W e
up the aperture antiseptically at its conclusion, well nourished, if anything, being inclined to e
thus avoiding the conversion of a simple into a bonjoint. Undoubtedly want of uion was at t

compound fracture. outset due to the disturbing influence of a seve age
The instruments required for the operation are- hacking cough, induced by elongation of the uvU t

"an Archimedean drill-stock, a steel drill four or This was remedied by removal of the pendulld Pre
five inches long, and a few ivory stilettes of the uvula, and brushing out the throat with perchlor' at 1
s:une length and diameter (or slightly tapering) as of iron. Every measure that was adopted failed o
tme djill. The drill and stilettes are similarly secure the desired union, though the records froi
graduated in half inches, and the ivories are, treatment extend over the space of a year. abî
moreover, grooved like a director in order to slide December last resection was performed. The
along the drill." ficulties attending this operation were so grea
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tha

at Dr. li is more than ever confirmed in his

Psre to give a fuller trial to the operation he pro-
POSe, and it certainly seems deserving of fair and
snPartial consideration at the hands of the profes-

on at large.--Med. Press and Circular.

'VREATMENT OF COMPOUND DEPRES-
SED FRACTURES OF THE SKULL.

By SAMSON GAMGEE, F.R.S., Queen's Hospital,
Birmingham.

Gentlemen: Is the trephine to be employed orot il compound fractures of the skull, with de-
Pression? No question more than this has en-
gaged the attention of practical surgeons : it is still

lsettled, and I shall endeavour to lead you to a
orrect understanding of its merits in commenting

1 n three cases which I have to bring before you.
each case the scalp was divided, and the bones
the skull were broken and driven in, without,

owever, producing evidences of injury to the
ervous centres. In none of the cases was the
Sephine employed ; in all the result has been per-
ectly successful

The man before you, Thomas Moran, a brick-
ayer's labourer, aged 55, was admitted to Ward 3,

September i5th. While he was at work just
vously, a brick fell from a considerable height

ab his head, making a Y-shaped scalp-wound
rath two inches and a half in length, and situated

her above the middle of the left parietal bone.
Sha ap of the wound being turned back, a Y-

aPed fracture became visible, with its centre de-
essed to one-third of an inch ; the sides of the
eture sloping evenly towards the central and

afsft epressed point. The man seemed little
eeted by the accident, and had no ieaof its

tinou nature. The edges of the wound, admit-
anOf easy approximation, were brought together

dressed with dry lint ; and for the first fort-
un tPthe patient was kept perfectly quiet in bed,

s 11lk diet, with an ice-bag on the head. No
the of constitutional disturbance appeared, and

toian was discharged at the end of seven weeks,
he we his own terms, " in as good health as ever
heaes his life." The wound was then quite
suIred, and the area of the depressed bone mea-

one inch and a half longitudinally, seven-
eighths of an inch transversely ; its depth was three-

The of an inch in the centre.
aged 2 next patient, Henry Hadden, a machinist,
at ., was admitted into the Queen's Hospital
previ o P-n1., on Septem ber 25th. A few minutes
at his h in a street row, a brick had been thrown

Ver thead producing a wound an inch in length
front Of e temporal ridge, in a line above and in
able. te ear. The hemorrhage was consider-

e probe passed into a very abruptly
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punctured fracture of the skull ; the amount of de-
pression being half an inch, and the edges on one
side at least, being quite perpendicular. Mr. C.
W. Keetley, our house-surgeon, to whom I am in-
debted for the notes of these cases, made a mem-
orandum at the time, to the effect that, in Hadden's
fracture, a small piece of bone appeared to have
been driven right in. The man was quite sensible,
though faint from loss of blood. He was put to
bed, with an ice-bag on the head. At 8.30 next
morning, a little headache was complained of; the
pupils were even ; temperature 1o deg. A magis-
trate took the depositions at the bedside in the
afternoon.

Sept. 27th, morning. Pulse 8o ; temperature
98 deg. There was a thin drab fur on the dorsum
of the tongue. The bowels were not open. He
had slept well; was very hungry. The wound was
healthy. His eyes were slightly swollen.

The bowels acted the next day. The wound
gradually healed ; and on October 9 th, the ice-bag
was left off, a flannel cap allowed to be worn, and
the man to get up. At the end of another fort-
night the man was discharged in perfect health ;
the cicatrix was quite sound ; and the depression
at the seat of fracture admitted the end of the
little firger, which did not seem to touch bone at
the bottom.

The third case which I have to bring before you
is that of T. Smith, a joiner's laboureà aged 25.
He was stooping down at his work, when a brick
fell on his head from a height of thirty feet. When
admitted to Ward 1 (4.15 p.m., October 15th,
1875), half an hour after the accident, he was quite
sensible. A wound on the left side of the head
was bleeding freely ; corresponding to it was a
depressed fracture of the skull, the depressed piece
of bone being horse-shoe shaped, and situated near
the middle of the lambdoidal suture. The depres-
sed surface was about one-eighth of an inch below
the surrounding bony level. No head symptoms.
Pulse 8o ; temperature 99 deg. ; respirations 24.
The edges of the wound were approximated and
dressed with dry lint. An ice-bag was ordered to
be kept on the head constantly.

Oct. 16th. Temperature 99 deg. ; pulse 72

respirations 20. He was perfectly sensible. He
had taken plenty of milk. He was ordered to
have an ounce of castor oil.

17th. He slept four or five hours in the night.
The bowels had acted. Temperature roi deg.
pulse 104 ; respirations 22.

18th. Temperature ioi.6 deg. ; pulse 76 ; res
pirations 25.

Nov. 19 th, morning. Temperature 99.2 deg.

pulse 84; respirations 22. There were still no
symptoms of serious lesion or constitutional dis-
turbance.--7 p.i. Temperature 104.4 deg.;

pulse 104; respirations 32. He had a rigor half

an hour ago. A full dose of castor oil was ad-
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ministered, and the bowels freely relieved. No
other untoward symptoms occurred, and the rigor
and rapid rise of temperature remained an inexplic-
able incident.

Dec. 8th. He bad continued perfectly well, and
for the last month had acted as assistant porter in
the hospital. He was now discharged, and I made
the following note : " The length of the cicatrix
is one inch and three quarters. The depressed
portion of bone measures one inch and one-eighth
by seven-eighths of an inch. The depression is
deepest in the centre, where no bone can be felt.
The man looks perfectly well, and says that he is
so."y

You have here three cases of compound de-
pressed fracture of the skull, admitted within a
period of one month, treated successfully without
the trephine or elevator. You may form some
idea of the interest attaching to these cases, by a
statement of Erichsen, that, with a single exception,
he does "l not recollect ever having seen a case re-
cover, in which a compound depressed fracture of
the skull occurring in the adult had been left with-
out operation."

Prescott Hewett's counsel is given in no doubt-
ful terms. " What," be asks, " is to be done, sup-
posing there be a wound leading down to the bone
in a depressed fracture of the vault without symp-
toms ? Th rule is that we are to operate and at
once." With the utmost regard for this dictum of
one of the most thoughtful surgeons of our time,
who bas made injuries of the head the special ob-
ject of his clinical studies, and conceding that, in
his advocacy of operative interference in compound
depressed fractures of the skull, Prescott Hewett is
at one with many eminent surgeons, especially
British, I am clearly of opinion that the practice
followed in the cases before you should be the rule
of practice.

When addressing you on the treatment of com-
pound fractures of the limbs, I have sought to im-
press upon you the wisdom of the precept, " to aim
at reducing a compound to the condition of a
simple fracture, and to treat both alike." This
precept is equally applicable to compound depres-
sed fractures of the skull, when the brain is not in-
jured.

Although unanimity bas not yet been attained,
the progress of surgery bas powerfully contributed
to the establishment of this proposition. A century
ago, operative interference was the rule in all frac-
tures of the skull. It was Quesnay, himself an
advocate of the practice of interference, who gave
force to the opinions of dissentients, by the very
title of one of those masterpieces of clinical study
embodied in the memoirs of the old Academy of
Surgery. It fell to the lot of another of the acade-
micians-to substitute for traditional empiricism
rules of practice as prudent and safe in their appli-
cation, as their conception was enlightened and

their demonstration closely and carefully reasoned.
With few reservations, Desault was opposed to the
use of the trephine in fractures of the skull. It
was otherwise with his great rival on this side of
the Channel, Percival Pott. The elevator and tre-
phine were his favourite instruments, and so great
was his ascendency in the surgical world, so much
more fascinating for the multitude, then as noW,
were boldness and complication than prudence and
simplicity, that his heroic action had many imita-
tors ; foremost amongst whom was his most illus-
trious pupil, John Hunter, who went so far as tO
advocate the trepan is some doubtful cases, "as
the application can do no harm." The impending
French Revolution, and its attendant slaughter on
the battle-fields of Europe was soon to furnish
those lessons which, in surgical as in other experi-
ence, make men judicious.

When, after the battle of Talavera de la Reyna,
the order was given for all the wounded who could
leave the town to march, Surgeon Rose found hin-
self in charge of a large number of the disabled
Guardsmen. Twelve or fourteen of them had
compound fractures of the skull, some with depres-
sion. In none of these was the trephine employed
The retreat in the burning sun lasted sixteen days,
and yet every one of those who were wounded il
the head recovered.

Hennan relates the case of corporal Corkeyne,
wounded by a musket-ball in the head at Waterloo.
The fractured portion of bone was driven into the
brain (being exactly an inch and one-fourth froni
the surface of the scalp). No operation was per
formed, and yet the man was discharged cured in
a few weeks. After quoting a similar case, Hennan
sums up : " We have here sufficient proof that
there is no absolute necessity for trepanning,
merely from depressed bones from gunshot "-al
opinion strengthened by the cumulative experience
of military surgeons, many of whom now entirell
discard the trephine, while almost all are agreed
that its use should be restricted to very excep-
tional cases.

Desault's conservatism told directly on the civil
practice, not merely of his own countrymen, but Of
British surgeons. John Bell with his true surgical
instinct, with his impetuous energy, and with the
furbished eloquence of his ripe culture, threw in
his lot against the trepan. "After the expiration
of my apprenticeship at these hospitals," AstleY
Cooper has placed on record, "I went over tO
Paris, to see the practice of Desault at the Hotel
Dieu ; and there I found that scarcely evee
under any circumstances did he trephine ; and he
was more successful than the English surgeons.
Abernethy and Lawrence, too, were in this matter
disciples of Desault, and on the same side must be
mentioned one of the most enterprising surgeon''
of the century-a master who combined in a veil
rare degree fearlessness and judgment, power Of
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brain and skill of hands-I allude to Robert without the trephine or elevator, have not recoveredListon. ln 0
h. his Practical Surgery he thus writes : by accident or in virtue of a curious coincidence.Wunen fracture of the skull is complicated with As many authorities are against me, I have deemedeOund of the scalp, the surgeon will not in general it my duty to compare my opinion with that ofviend matters much by trephnng, as has been ad- others, for your instruction. In examining theVIsed, rnerely because there is a wound ; if the question from an historical point of view, I do notb Pression is pretty extensive, and unless he has a pretend to have exhausted it ; but I do hope tobetter reason to give for the proceeding than the have proved that the progress of opinion has, onsiere circumstance of the fracture being compound, the whole, been in favour of non-interference, when

tt is called. he will often thus add as much to the scalp is wounded and the skull broken and
jectinjury and to the risk which the patient is sub- driven in ; without, however, producing symptoms
ietin to by it, as he would by dividing the scalp of brain-lesion. The lesson very impressivelyPle fractures." taught by a careful study of the subject is this:

This warning is of special significance, emanating that whereas the trephine was almost indiscrimin-at -does from one who had had abundant oppor- ately employed before surgery attained to thetndlities of witnessing the effects of the trephine position of a science, its use has steadily decreasedcnd elevator, and who possessed operative skill and as enlightened experience has accumulated. Manycourage in so high a degree that he never felt the surgeons, from being advocates of the trephine,
biiPtation to inaction as a refuge from responsi- have gradually abandoned it ; but so far as my

?'y researches have extended, I cannot find an in-
s damuel Cooper was equally conservative ; but it stance of conversion to the practice of trephining
Ieue to you to state that three of his contempor- by a surgeon whose reason indisposed him to

first Guthrie, Brodie, and Velpeau-in the very adopt it, or whose experience had once led him to
the hrank of surgical authorities, rather inclined to relinquish it. That there may be cases of com-
cal eroic practice of Pott than to the physiologi- pound depressed fracture of the skull justifying
of Watchfulness and the gentle medical measures operative interference I do not deny, and I myselfnesault. Italian surgery has gradually come had occasion to operate successfully on such casesfrund to non-interference as the rule of practice in in this theatre. Another opportunity may :resenttractures of the skull, while the German school bas itself for discussing these cases. For the present,
dadtionally been opposed to the trephine. Neu- I shall limit myself to again impressing upon youdP di-, writing after the Franco-German war, sums my conviction that, in compound depressed frac-
ex irectly against it. Mac Cormac reflects the tures of the skull without brain-symptoms, thethPenence of the French and German surgeons on proper course of practice iS NOT TO TREPHINE.-

Sattle-field of Sedan, in the statement that, "as British Med. 7ournal.
a general rule, the largest proportion of good re-

nts (in gun-shot fractures of the skull) obtain
tongst those cases where the amount of opera- TREATMENT 0F CHOLEIA INFANTUM•Jive surgery has been at a minimum."

sumules Rochard bas contributed an interesting Waiving the question of prophylaxis and its cor-
tion ary of the international position of the ques- ollary, the question how to directly destroy or neu-
sPirit fpeaking of trephining, he says: " The tralize the organic irritant (if such exist) after its in-
hold reserve distinguishes French surgery. It troduction into the body, the first indication is to
Mians Position between the practice of the Ger- correct the dangerous and unfair distribution of the
Ens' Who scarcely ever trephine, and that of the blood in the body, to which the purging, vomiting,
i the and of tne Americans, who, though resting cramps, and coldness, seern to be directly due, and

frequentame rules as ourselves, have much more later the greater danger of coma, convulsions, or
?ort hsy recourse to this operation. Leon le paralysis of the heart.
t., jasanalysed the trephine operations on the Second. If we fail in the first attempt, or do not
has foes 0f the Channel from 1855 to 1866. He succeed until late, we should supply the water and

gla nd fifty-seenof them 'n perhaps also the salts drained from the blood, asT e ,and only four in France m that period.' the thickening of the blood would prevent the good
the authorities I have quoted will be sufficient effects of the natural turn of the disease, should we

have t Ince you that the masters of our science have to wait for that, and perhaps dispose to
di Culated this question as a very important and various organic lesions.
learut One. From their differences you wili Third. We should attend to the general hygiene,
the ne ution and toleration in judging others, and diet, etc., of the patients.

edne t of most careful inquiry, before you deter- As to the first indication, the problem is how to
Morn Ushae the trephine. The three patients cause dilatation of the peripheral vessels and con-
depressedave brought before you with compound traction of the overloaded abdominal ones. If we

fractures of the skull, successfully treated had any means of getting directly at the splanchnic

bbarl-
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nerves, we could probably by galvanization of
them directly,cause the contraction of the mesen-
teric vessels. Ludwig and Thiry found that
after section of the spinal cord in the neck, where-
by dilatation of the mesenteric vessels was caused,
galvanization of the lower segment would cause ex-
treme contraction of them. Possibly galvanization
applied over the middle dorsal region of a patient
might produce the same effect. Chapman main-
tains that he can occasion it by ice-bags applied to
the spine, which he uses to check diarrheas and
reflex vomiting.

Bruckner, a German writer, claims that cold
sand-bags of moderate weight, laid on the ab-
domen of cholera patients, mechanically check the
access of blood to the abdominal vessels and favor
its escape. Transudation is thus hindered, and
perhaps absorption is favored ; moreover the per-
istaltic movements of the bowels are not so free.
These sand-bags might be used carefully, with hot
applications to the extremities.

We have a much better chance of success, how-
ever, if we try to unload the abdominal vessels by
relaxing the peripheral ones by means of strong
derivatives applied to the surface. Steiner stronglv
urges baths of from 990 to 104° Fahr. in the algid
stage, combined with stimulants internally, and
Leube, in Ziemssen's Cyclopædia, recommends the
same. The distinction, too often neglected, be-
tween a warm bath and a hot bath is of vital im-
portance here. No bath of less than 99° would be
desirable. A writer in an English journal within a
year or two, whose name I have lost, mentions his
very gratifying success in treating the algid stage
of Asiatic cholera by prolonged hot mustard packs.
In accordance with this plan I treated three
cholera infantum patients last summer, who were
rapidly cooling off and assuming the characteristic
pinched appearances of collapse, by suddenly
wrapping them to the chin in clotls wrung out in
hot water and mustard, with a blanket outside, and
while thus mummied feeding them with plenty of
ice-water and a little brandy. The pack was kept
up half an hour or more, and during that time the
change in the child's appearance was remarkable ;
the color and warmth returned to the surface, the
tissues filled out, the features lost their pinched
and old look, a natural perspiration broke out, the
vomiting ceased, and the discharges grew less
frequent. The mustard sheet was then withdrawn,
but the child left enveloped closely in the warm,
moist blanket. The pack in one instance had to
be renewed at intervals, as a tendency to relapse
manifested itself after some hours, but the condition
of all mended in a marked manner after the first
application, and all made a good recovery.

With regard to medication, if the choleraic state
last any ength of time, the blood must necessarily
be altered by its drain of water and salts. Water,
then, is the first medicine indicated, and should be

constantly given in the form of ice-pills or spoonfuls
of ice-water. Small enemata of slightly salt water
immediately after a dejection might help to supplY
the lost fiuid. Should vomiting and purging go
far enough to cause a fear that the blood was be-
coming too much thickened, intravenous injections
of water should be tried, and if it were thrown ill
at a temperature of 100° the heat might help relax
the surface vessels. Milk and blood have also beenl
used, but water seems more indicated, as in this
disease the blood loses little albumen and no cor-
puscles.

As to the administration of drugs by the mouth,
the fact of the probable very slight power of absorp-
tion at that time is usually overlooked. It is found
that belladonna introduced into the stomach in
large doses will not dilate the pupils. The medi-
cines, stimulants, and food, then, can have little
power in the present condition, nor yet help to
bring on reaction, and if often repeated they may,
when reaction sets in, be all greedily absorbed at
once, and so do great harm, a fact to which Meigs
and Pepper verv properly call attention with regard
to pouring in opium and alcohol in the algid stage.
Internal administration of antiseptics has not so
far seemed to fulfill the expectations of its advocates.
As for calomel, it seems hardly indicated in the
pure choleraic stage, unless there is the best reason
to believe that some crude ingesta still present il
the intestine demand a cathartic.

In the Practitioner of July, 1875, was a very
striking article on the use of subcutaneous injections
of chloral in the evacuant or algid stage of cholera,
by Surgeon A. R. Hall, with accounts of cases
treated by him and Mr. Higginson, anothef
English army surgeon. The number of cases
treated by these two gentlemen was large, and the
onset severe and alarming, but they lost hardly a
case. They injected, two-grain doses of chloral,
diluted in ten times as much water, into the arnf5
and legs of patients, some in extreme collapse, and
in almost every case goqd and speedy recovery en-
sued. Few patients have more than eight to tel
grains in all. Mr. Hall's theory was that the
vascular condition was due to extreme vaso-motor
irritation, and that the usual stimulant treatment only
heightened the difficulty, as was shown by its
small percentage of recoveries, sometimes onlY
eighteen per cent. So he looked about for a
sedative to relax the general spasm, and tried
chloral with the brilliant results above mentioned.
It is interesting to know that the government iD
India have taken pains to publish and circulate Mr.
Hall's happy experience in the treatment Of
cholera collapse. His method seems to be well
vouched for, and I see no reason why it should not
be applicable to the choleraic state in children, if
the injections were given progressively and carefulll
watched.-Dr. Emmerson, Boston .Med. &' Surg-
fournal.
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?JNCTURE OF THE PERICARDIUM.

i n a paper communicated to the Académie de
decine, by M. Henri Roger, the author dwells

eM he difficulties in the diagnosis of pericardial
Os ons, and he quotes in illustration two cases

P ated upon by Tigla and Trousseau, in one of
Ch a thim-walled dilated heart was mistaken for

an effusioon into the pericardiun; in the other case
a hypertrophied heart, surrounded by membrane
fon g in only a small quantity of serosity, was

pund post mortem. But even when the diagnosis
SImade, it is very difficult to de:ide on puncture,
Iastfuich as the grave symptoms may not be due
tionp to the presence of the effusion, and opera-
Cas Ilay do serious injury (in six out of fourteen
taes collected by Roger, death followed so closely
hat t seemied to be attributable to or at leasteistened by the operation). We must not forget,
acter, that evacuation of the serum in a case of

e pericarditis will almost necessarily be follow-
py pericardial adhesion.

deliaracentesis of the pericardium is a far more
'hecateoperation than puncture of the chest cavity.
rei - nmary artery coursing along four or five

inetres from the margin of the sternum, dia-

the left lobe of the liver, sometimes much
rn rged, the lung and pleura, and fimally and
by St importantly the heart itself, have to be avoided
0 te 0efsurgeon. M. Roger quotes two cases,
the • aizeau's and one of his own, in which
0rg t ventricle was apparently punctured in
Þericaons designed for relief of effusion into the
and tet d , and one hundred and two hundred
re nty grammes of venous blood respectively
A OVed Both cases survived the operation.
te disagreeable occurence which may happen,
fure ilfthe right place be chosen, is that the punc-
ieardi followed by no escape of fluid. The per-
Wa , being in lax connection with the
than th e chest, and much thicker and harder
Wi the Pleura, readily recedes before the trocar.

ever. the fine needle of the modern aspirator, how-
shol1d - is less likely to happen. The puncture
Ward always be made directly from before back-
PO'' With a slight subsequent inclination of the

ieulaf the needle downward, as advised by
1ystole OY, in order to avoid the ventricle during
terrnediat The fifth intercostal space at a point in-
rather ate between the sternum and nipple, but
as n1earer the latter, is the place to be chosen,
insase for puncture. But the heart's apex,
fifth rib ampmgmg aganst the fourth space of
bY dilats is usual in such cases, may be lowered
to the d.io, or drawn downwards by an adhesion
chose aphragm, when a lower point must be

in fo the puncture.
CuIre, Y One case of the fourteen was a "true
Withst ffected, and M. Roger concludes that, not-anding undoubted improvement in the

modern operation, it remains a dangerous and
doubtful remedy, to be hazarded in extreme cases.
Boston Medical and Surgical ournal.

THE BLISTER TREATMENT OF RHEU-
MATISM.

This treatment has often been observed not only
at the London Hospital, but at St. Thomas's, and
some other of our larger hospitals. Dr. Peacock,
in an article in St. Tlomas's Hospital Reports,
says :-" Of late years I have generally adopted in
cases of rheumatism, whether simple or complica-
ted, the blister treatment, as recommended by Dr.
Herbert Davies. I believe the blisters to be very
efficacious in arresting the inflammation in the
joints, and when several arc employed simultane-
ously or in rapid succession, in relieving the con-
stitutional disturbance also. The benefit which
results from the treatment is, I think, in direct pro-
portion to the freedon with which the blisters are
applied ; and though the first effect is generally to
increase the febrile disturbance, and raise the tem-
perature for a few hours, the most remnarkable
amendment, both local and general, ensues. I
have been repeatedly told by patients that the pain
caused by the application even of four or fiv . blis-
ters at the same time, is far less than that which
they had experienced from the disease. In a re-
cent instance a man whom I had twice previously
treated for acute rheumatism, in the one attack by
blisters, and in the other by general means, told
me that he was much more completely and more
rapidly relieved by the blister treatment ; which
was therefore again employed in his third attack.
The blisters are applied around th'e limb above all
the affected joints, and the surfaces are poulticed
till they entirely heal. Though I have generally
employed the anti-rheumatic treatment in conjunc-
tion with the blisters, when the patients have been
much exhausted from the long duration of the
symptons before admission into the hospital, or
from their being the subjects of old heart disease,
or being weakened by any other cause, as by pro-
longed nursing, I have sometimes relied exclu-
sively upon the blisters, and have never had rea-
son to doubt the propriety of having done so. In
some cases, however, of severe rheumatic fever, I
have thought, on reviewng the cases, that the con-
stitutional treatment might with advantage have
been more freely used in combination with the
local measures.

" In reference to the effect of the blister treat-
ment upon the development of the cardiac com-
plications of rheumatism, I believe it is both pre-
ventive and curative. As the heart and other
internal organs become affected almost always in
the earlier and more active stage of the disease,
any treatment which tends to shorten the duration
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of this stage must lessen the liability to the occur- uniformly successful is to be prepared as follows r
rence of such complications ; and I have no doubt Take of acetate of lead, 5 ; litharge. 3 / ; glyceril
that more rapid and complete relief of the local 20. Heat for half an hour in a boiling glyceri» D
inflammation is obtained by blistering than by any bath, constantly stirring, and filter in gas-oven or
other means. I think, however, that the treatment other kind of heated compartment. The result is a
does more than this. I have seen, in cases in a perfectly clear and colorless liquid, which maY elfe
which complications were very decidedly threa- be used in the strength of from one to two drachfis
tened, the progress of the internal disease appar- to the ounce of pure glycerin. Ï thatently entirely arrested by the application of blis- Mr. Squire considers and disposes of the objec-
ters to all the affected joints at the same time."- tion which may be advanced, that the use of such n
The Doctor. an ointment might give rise to constitutional

symptoms from lead absorption, and denies in toto
the possibility of any such occurrence.- Med. Tind b

TREATMENT OF CHRONIC ECZEMA BY Phzi/a.
GLYCEROLE OF SUBACETATE OF rINTEMPERANcE AND PHYSIcIANS.-" It would tLEAD. eeni as if physicians, who know so well the seduC

tive character of alcohol, and see so much of iti peIn a little pamphlet of thirty-two pages, reprinted disastrous effects, would guard thenselves againsi
from the Medical Times and Gazette, Mr. Balmano its diabolical power. Yet they are but men with
Squire discusses the treatment of a form of eczema the saie passions and appetites as others, and seefi cwhich he describes as including only those persist- to be just as easily enchanted by the voice of the
ent conditions to which the term was originally syren. T hey are pecuiliarly tried. Their irregulat t telimited ; that is, those which are characterized by a ity of nwals, their want of rest, their anxiety Of th
colorless viscid sweating from the skin ; but equally mind, and their periods of idleness, seeni to denian
whether that sweating be abundant, so as to keep something to buoy thei up. Alcoliol will (10 it forthe surface of the skin bathed in gluime, or so as to the time and, as it is to them always easy of ac-concrete in large scabs ; or whether it be merely cess, it is too often their resort. Tlus we find that atscanty; and occur even in minute, discrete, but a larger percentage of physicians than of other classeO
more or less clustered spots, so as to present either become oiniomîîaniacs." d
only thin, small, transparent, dry, gum-drop-like The above stateinent is generally believed,
deposits, which on detachment are found to be by many, to be correct, and for the reason e' Pconcave on the under surface, and conceal a small pressed by the author of the above paragraph. But, ba udrop of viscid exudation ; or, as the case may be, froin careful inquiry, we are fully satisfied that suc hismall, raw, scattered, but more or less clustered, a belief is erroneous. Let any one who desires tO aweeping excoriations. He includes also that con- investigate the subject, take up a City or StatOdition in which numerous but tolerably minute Directory, go over the list of physicians, and similarmoist cracks in the reddened surface are present. lists of those engaged in other occupations, and he

He therefore considers these conditions in which will very soon be satisfied that the medical profes
there is, either obviously or substantially, a moist sion are singularly free fromn the sin of intemperance i
and viscid exudation from the skin, and excludes In this city there are nearly four hundred practicinl
those in which there is only a mere papulation, or physicians, and we believe it would be difficult to
a mere plastic thickening of the skin, or a simple find a dozen who, under any pretext, drink to in'
dry scurfiness of its surface ; in short, he refers to toxication. While there are, as Dr. Potter say9' s at
a wet disorder, and not to a dry one. peculiar temptations for physicians to indulge ail ae

After alluding to the almost universal use of zinc appetite they may have for the cup that inakes the
ointment or zinc lotion in the treatment of such heart glad, there are exceedingly strong tepil)tationt
cases, Mr. Squire asserts that he has found lcad to for thei to resist the inclination. As they knoO
be a much more soothing and, at the sanie time, a full well that moderate drinking is apt, sooner of a
much more astringent application. It unquestion- later, to lead to over indulgence, and that just as
ably allays the itching, restrains the discharge, and soon as their patrons discover the propensity, awaY.
diminishes the hyperærmia of chronic eczena far goes business and reputation. No other class O fen
more speedily than zinc does. As a lotion, however, nien, with the single exception of the clerical, are
it fails on account of the evaporation of the water, easily and quickly affected in their business by theand the failure of the remiedy to reach the surface habit of drink as physicians. In these days whieln e,of the skin through the dry scab by which it is docuors are so abundant, and such ample oppcrtuni'
covered. After many trials, glycerin has been ties are afforded for a choice aiong many, the peoplefound in îis hands to be superior to either oil or in this enlighîteiied age will not place their lives i awater as a vehicle for applying remedies in the case jeopardy by knowingly employing a physician Who quai
of chronic eczema; and the mixture which lias been hîabitually drinks even in imoderation.--Lancet ao'

Observer, Cincinnati.
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ra80E oF SEDATIVE FOR THE YOUNG OR AGED.-
.tokoe (Guy's Hospital Reports for 1876) says:
1We purpose giving a sedative to the very old or

Y oung we must be cautious, especially in using
of the preparations of opium, as with them they

4fecot Only prepotent, but often cumulative in theirset 3. As a consequence of this, for some years
Pt have trusted almost entirely to sedatives other
than opiates in treating children in their first sep-teinate, and I have seen no reason to believe that
any Want of success lias ensued from this exclusive-
alo' That such a precautionary measure is not
bygether uincalled for bas been impressed upon me
ad n'Y experience of the method of medication
aoPted by the more ignorant (including nurses and

11Ulserymid)
Ch eraids), whose frequent habit is to increase

t e Pescribed dose several-fold, or to repeat it with
peeteul persistence, if it should fall short of the ex-
ten effect ; with what result may be conceived

two or three mininis of laudunum have been
for an infant. With potassic bromide and

uni for the various morbid conditions incidental
tethmg ; chloroform for administration during

thsparoxysm of a convulsive attack ; chloral for
Vaile derangements in whici insomnia is the pre-
a]iin symptom ; aconite for inflanmations, fevers,

afe verishîn(ess generally ; belladonna and hyoscy-
tia or nany visceral disorders of a painful or ob-
ate latture ; and combinations of these and other

ag to soothe coughs and the innumerable achesAtoPains of neuralgie, myalgic, or rheumatic origin
Plicatay Iothing of a host of external sedative ap-
bh 'te'ons many of which are very potent-we need
h ofder no apprehension lest we should be incapa-

as cOping with the assaults of disease in children
i etually as we could do with one more weapon

Our repertory."
or the Aged.-" If we think fit to employ opiuni

anodyne or hypnotic with those who have at-
to or are on the high road to second child-

of it judicous to combine chloral and spirit
oroform witi it ; the opium being prescribed

aXces s whe in, the chloral when restlessness,
the spirit of chloroform when cramp predomni-
s ; and the quantities of the several ingredients

flot be large, as each of them intensifies thle
t f the others. Thie addition of from ten to

Very 'in3inims of the tincture of Indian homp, a
Yabv vigorating soporific, to such a mixture as the

febld biost serviceable in dealing with a heart en-
l y advanced age or exhausting illness ; and

emp prescribing it I have invariably met with an
e"Cnlîtîoni fron8oreti lone rom the distressing symptoms which

Opiatess result fromt the oppressive action of
-aei 5 0on the respiratory system. "-Loua iscille Med.
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Professor gives, in one of his excellent clinical lectures
his treatment of this disease, which is here epito-
mized. Local remedies are not highly flattered by
the lecturer. The only " grateful " external appli-
cation mentioned (unenthusiastically, however,) is
the benzoated oxide of zinc ointment with carbolic
acid, one grain of the latter to ten or twenty of the
former. A closely applied roller bandage, in some
cases kept moist by warm or cold lotions, is recom-
mended when the extremities are the seat of the
disease. If incisions are thought best, they should
not be more than an inch long, or, at most, two or
three inches long, carried along the direction of sub-
jacent muscular fibre, deep enough to reach the
matter. For oedema, simple lancet punctures are
sufficient. In simple cases, in patients of " fair con-
stitutions," an emetic should be administered, fol-
lowed by a mercurial purge, combined, if necessary,
with an opiate. In nany cases naught more is
needed. If, subsequently, the disease persist, then
cooling remedies will be needed. If debility ensue
ultimately, the general treatment should be tonics
and stimulants. Food should, be given in small
quantities, and of the blandest kind. Muriated
tincture of iron is a specific with many physicians,
but not with the Professor. After a protracted,
methodical trial of this agent in erysipelas, along
with the late Professor Rogers, the conclusion re ýched
by these two gentlemen was, that they were not able
to sce any special good froni it, except in cases
where tonics were clearly indicated, and in those
cases, occasionally met, where albumen was.found in
the urine." In the latter class of cases, the iron
possesses p> 'culiar eficacy. "Indeed, it seemed that
the power of the muriated tincture was just in pro-
portion to the amotnt of albumen contained in the
urine." Quinine is unequivocally good in two classes
of cases only ; first, in those occurring in malarial
districts or malarial seasons ; ;eonjd, in those where
the septic niovement 1s greatly in the ascendant, as
in traumatic examples of the disease. In the former
it will seldom disappoint, and in1 the second it is

well nigh the only ground of hope." -No speciftc
treatment exists, hence none is given bv the Pro-
fessor.-Louiscille Med. Neîes; Chicago Med. Jour.

ERGOT OF lRYE AS AN ANTIPYRETI.-The writer
tried ergot in cases of enteric fover, with the object
of lowering the temperature. The results were very
satisfactory,and its employment in this disease seens
to M. Hayein preferable to that of quinia or digitalis
Uinder ergot there is a much more rapid efervesence
and at the period of the aeme, instead of there being
a rise in the temperature chart, a plateau is obtaned.
In some cases in which the ergot was given during
the day. the evening temperature was not so ligh as
the morning. The dose varied from thirty to fifty
grains in the twenty-four hours.-Rev. de. Tlierap ;
Chvicago Med. Record.
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SULPHATE OF CINcHONIDIA.-Dr. Bensley, one
of a coimittee appointed by the British East India
Government to test the value of the cheap alkaloids
of cinchona bark, says of sulphate of cinchonidia,
it is admirably adapted to those cases requiring a
tonic febrifuge, in which there is at the tiie a great
tendency to diarrhcea, or where diarrhea already
exists; that where quinine produces these disturb-
ances, the einchonidia is well borne. None the
less valuable is it in consequence of the mildness of
its imfluence on the nervous systeim. He further
says : " I have used it extensively in the fevers of
children on accounit of iLs iildiiess, and because it,
is less liable to produce head and bowel disturbances
than the otier alkaloids." Dr. Conpton, Kentucky,
says in a paper on the reinedy : " Upwards of thirty
of my cases were children, varying in age froin one
to nie years. I have such confidence in it that it
is the onily preparation I prescribe for children. It
is a well known fact that there exists with many
persons a strong prej udice against quinine, and it is
a great advantage to be able to say to such persons
that you have a remedy that will be equally efficient,
in all cases where quinine is indicated, without be-
ing liable to the objectionable effects of that remedy.
The advantages to be derived froi the use of sul-
phate of cinchonidia inay be sunmmed up as follows :
Fewer relapses follow its administration ; it is better
tolerated by the stonaci, not being nearly so liable
to produce nausea and voiniting ; it does not create
the same aimount of ringing ard noise in the ears
that characterizes quininism ; it is not liable to pro-
duce temporary deafndss ; it does not produce the
nervous excitability ; it does not produce or increase
diarrhoea ; it obviates the prejudice existing against
quinine ; its cost is but one third that of quinine."

CIESAREAN SECTION PERFORMED ON ACCOUNT
OF CARCINOMA OF THE CERvIX AND VAGINA
(Tauffer : Deutsche iWed. Woclenschrift, 1876, No.
8).-This operation was followed by a fatal result,
but the results of the post-mortem examination,
which demonstrated the unreliability of catgut for
uterine sutures, are of special interest. The patient
died on the third day after the operation, and the
following conditions were found. The body was
but slightly distended, the wound of the abdomen
was almost entirely united, and in the abdominal
cavity was a quantity of fluid and clotted blood.
All the organs were hard and anæcmic. The uterus
was well contracted ; the edges of the wound in it
were gaping, and covered with clots. The catgut
threads on both sides were still present in the
tissues, but the knots upon them ivere either loose
or had slipped and formed wide loops. Peritonitis
was not found. The cervical portions of the uterus
and the vagina were filled by a grayish-white, hard,
stinking mass, which had to some extent undergone
a cheesy degeneration. Death had been due to
hemorrhage, which the catgut sutures had failed to
control.

TREATMENT OF PLACENTA PRÆýEv1A.--In a pape
on this subject, published in the American Prad
tùiner, for June, Dr. Parvin, of Indianapolis, ad
vises, in conformity with the teachings of Gree-
halgh and Thomas, the induction of prematulrc
labor, and expresses a belief that the mortality d
both mothers and children, in cases of placelt$
prævia, will undergo a marked diminuation wheO'
this is adopted by the profession as a rule of prac-
tice. He considers Barnes' dilators to be the
safest and best means for the induction of pren1aO
ture labor, and they moreover bring it on more
rapidly than any other means. The vaginal tair-
pon is difficuit of application ; is uncomfortable tO
the mother ; does not remove the impossibility Of
a dangerous internal loss of blood, and possibll
may lead to a separation of the placenta and deathl
of the child. Ergot is objectionable, except wle
the os is well dilated or dilatable, and the labor cO î
bc speedily terminated, for the tetanic contraction5
it excites are apt to asphyxiate the child. Punctur >
of the membranes is obviously dangerous for the
child, and as far as the mother is concerned is nOt
free from danger, as it may possibly change a
open into a concealed hemorrhage. Podalic versiOO
increases the risks to the child's life, and probabl
may be limited alnost if not altogether to cases
shoulder presentation. Complete separation of th'
placenta, as advised by Sir James Simpson, is $
method which ignores the child's interests, and ha
never received any general professional support
Finally the partial detachment urged by Dr. Barnes
does not seem to be a rational moge of treatment,
for it simply increases the bleeding surface.-Mt d
Record.
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CITRATE OF SODA IN DIABETE.-The Clirie l th

Aug. 1876, copies from the Medical Brief 'the
recommendation by M. Guyot Darmecy, of citrate age i
of soda in the treatment of diabetes, given in daill Child
doses of half a drachm to one drachm. AnalysiS alid
has shown that sugar disappears from the uri0c Part,
when this salt is used with the food instead Pletel
comnon salt. And the researches of Weble Tlhe
have indicated that the alkaline salt of organic let th
acid, when given in doses too small to produce dry.
purgative effect, are absorbed, and their acid beilg ti0as
burnt up mn the respiratory process, they are day t
eliminated by the urine as carbonates. Citrate O "
soda may thus place the system under the ie IOint
fluence of an alkaline carbonate, which is indi5 Ie, t
pensable to the interstitial combustion of th ußficglucose of the food.-The Doctor. thýglucse o thefoo.-Th Docor.the S

Wth t
Dr. J. Marion Sirms has lately been in Londo0 read

assisting Spencer Wells in a number of importaa tirio
uterine operations, and in the excision of a hyper" that
trophied spleen, which weighed between eleven a0 tess t
twelve pounds. _?ecor
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pap OF.SAYRE'S PLASTER OF PARIS JACK- ON THE TREATMENT OF THE DIAR-
as, srR ANGULAR CURVATURE OF THE RHŒA OF TYPHOID FEVER.Gree- a

By GEORGE JOHNSTON, M.D., F.R.S., King's College
liatinc The great feature of the Section of Surgery and Hospital, Lon.îity &rurey nlHattloLnaten its , myof the American Medical Association, at

ce$ staast Meeting, was Prof. L. A. Sayre's demon- The diarrhœa of typhoid fever, as it is one ofSwhe etratn of his new method of treating Pott's dis- the most frequent symptoms of the disease, so is itf prac he Of the spine. On the first day of the meeting one of the most troublesome, and one which often
)renilg ratus f a paper on the subject, exhibited his appa- causes the greatest anxiety. It is a fact generally

more p or Suspending the patient and making the admitted that in the great majority of cases the
i taW had ication, and presented several cases which he severity and danger of typhoid fever are in direct
ble to, it a reated by this method. He showed how easy proportion to the intensity and duration of thel t of thereuld be for physicians to treat such cases ; that diarrhoea. Delirium and other serious cerebral
JitSbIo a re vas no necessity for waiting to send them to symptoms, pulmonary engorgement, and renal con-
death saidPcalist, and thus losing valuable time. He gestion with albuminuria, are comparatively infre-
wheat ecesithat if treated in its early stages, there was no quent complications. The treatment of diarrhœa,

ocsty for deformity being the result of this then, forms a very important part of the manage-or ent-dreaded disease. The constitutional treat- ment of the disease. During the many years of

ctiore beef rcmmended was, the most nourishing diet, my connection with this hospital, I have had thenettoRest;steak mutton chops, roast beef; relieve indi- opportunity of seeing the diarrhœa of typhoid fever
or tlC gesti 00  - if
ornot br. ' If necessary, and give plenty of fresh air. treated in very different ways and with very dif-
is aot to thayre's ideas respecting the relation of scrofula ferent results, and I propose now to give you, in age be i disease as well as to morbus coxarius, have few sentences, the results of my experience with

rO rec tisunderstood, and lie took occasion to cor- reference to this important practical subject.
babl t the misapprehension. He thinks that both For a number of years the practice strongly
oft tu liseases, of the hip-joint and angular curva- advocated by Dr. Todd was generally adopted

is tous aYs have a traumatic origin, but that stru- throughout the hospital. This consisted in perse-
id h Eht children are more easily injured, or that a vering attempts to arrest the diarrhea by repeated

injury> is more apt to be followed by the doses of opiates and other powerful astringents.

aPOent of disease in them than in children It was then a common practice to give an enema
mt 0ed with the strumous diathesis. containing from ten to fifteen or twenty drops of

eb show the effects of suspension, a piece of laudanum after each iquid stool. The result of
ay a'e zinc is used, which accommodates itself to this treatment, in a large proportion of cases, was
the, utve, and is marked on paper. The child is that the diarrhœa continued in spite of the repres-
gre)d upended so that his feet are free from the sive treatment, and meanwhile the intestines were
I nth , the zinc is then re-applied, and the change distended with gas, and the abdomen becamethecu utc Tethpainsee

ef s he j curve, caused by the suspension, is noted. tumid and tympamtic. Then the patients were
itrate age cket is applied as follows:-A flannel band- tortured by the application of turpentine stupes to
dail! ehil first soaked in water and then applied to the remove the tympanitis. The results were altoge-

alySls and ,Sbody, while he is suspended by the arms ther unsatisfactory. Nor is it difficult to explain
urir par, ad, beginningat the waist, atthesmallest the failure of this opiate treatment. Without

ad ~~ W ltlInding it around snug and smooth, com- entering upon the consideration of disputed patho-
œhler T he p encasing the body from pelvis to thorax. logical theories, it can scarcely be doubted that
.ganiC let the aster is then applied, and as it begins to set one effect of opium must be to render the intes-
:>duc dry, patient lie down until it becomes thoroughly tines torpid and to lessen their expulsive efforts,bS o'S bft pads are placed over any bony projec- and as a result of this their putrid contents are re-beiflg tIlsbar% day the fore the bandage is applied. The next tained until they decompose and give off noxious

ate 11Q Patient can go about as well as if he had gases by which the bowel is distended and irri-
e io IlntPhsal disease whatever. After one or two tated, and so the diarrhea perpetuated and in-
indiS" ble, the e ay be again suspended, and, if possi. creased. It is pretty certain that the healing of

the sufficientlpine Still further straightened. If applied the ulcers must be impeded by the continual con-
Prof t'y early, no deformity will occur. tact of the fetid morbid secretions, and that the

Sam ayre writes us that he is making use of distension of the bowel must cause pain and in-h the h Plan of treatment for laterai curvature crease the risk of fatal perforation or rupture.
ndO> lead t appiest results. We strongly advise our Now, for a number of years we have entirelyr tioTs tame ry this new application for the affec- changed our treatment, and I have gradually
Lypr that bote If properly used we will guarantee arrived at the conclusion that in the treatment ofa ess b h hysician and patient will realize a suc- typhoid fever careful nursing and feeding are of

eco, taned by no other means.-St. Louis primary importance, while, as a rule, no medicines
of any kind are required, and when not required
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they are often worse than useless. The result of
this change of treatment has been that diarrhea is
a less frequent symptom than formerly, and when
it does appear it is far more tractable, while tym-
panitic distention of the abdomen is a rare event.
The mischievous opiate enemata and the torturing
turpentine stupes have disappeared together. I
believe that one of the main reasons why we have
less diarrhœa than formerly is, that we carefully
abstain from the employment of irritating drugs of
all kinds. As a rule, the fever patient las the
' yellow mixture," which is simply colored water;

and except an occasional dose of chloral to pro-
cure sleep, and a tonic during convalescence, we
give no active medicine of any kind. We feed
these patients mainly with milk, with the addition
of beef-tea and two raw eggs in the twenty.four
hours, and give wine or brandy in quantities vary-
ing according to the urgency of the symptoms of
exhaustion, especially in the advanced stages of
the disease ; but in many of the milder cases, and
especially in the case of children, we find that no
alcoholic stimulants are required from the begin-
ming to the end of the fever, and when not required
they are of course best withheld. I have said that
we give no irritating drugs of any kind. For a
time I adopted the practice which has been
strongly recommended, of giving repeated doses of
diluted mineral acids. I have long since aban-
doned this practice, for I am sure that it was in-
jurious, and it was injurious in a very obvious and
intelligible way ; it irritated the ulcerated mucous
mcmbrane of the intestines, it caused pain and
griping, and I believe that it often increased the
diarrhœa. I have no doubt that the comparative
infrequency of severe and obstinate diarrhœa
amongst my enteric fever patients during the last
few years is partly attributable to the discontinu-
ance of this mineral acid treatment. The extreme
sensitiveness of the intestinal mucous membrane
during the progress of typhoid fever is obvious and
indisputable. It is admitted on all hands that the
greatest care is required in returning to solid food
during convalescence ; a want of caution in this
respect bas often been followed by a return of pain
and diarrhœa, an increase of temperature, and not
seldom by a decided relapse. If, then, a suce of
bread or a morsel of fish can excite such local and
general disturbance even after the subsidence of
the fever, how improbable is it that repeated doses
of an irritating mineral acid can be given without
injury during the height of the fever, when the ul-
ceration of the intestines is actively progressing i

One more hint I wish to give you with regard to
the diarrhœa of typhoid fever, which is. that in all.
probabihity it is often increased by the patient's
inability to digest the beef-tea and eggs which are
sometimes too abundantly given. When you have
reason fô suspect that this may be the case, I1
advise you for a few days to keep the patient

DA LANCET.

entirely upon milk, which contains all the elemento
required for the nutrition of the tissues in a fo
most easy of digestion. I have had a large
experience of the effects of an exclusively milk diet
in various forms of disease. In many cases
Bright's disease it is very efBicacious, but one
the inconveniences in some of these cases is t
tendency to cause troublesome constipation.
many cases of chronic diarrhœa and dysenterf
milk diet will effect a cure without the aid di
medicines of any kind. There is now in TwiniOgß
ward a girl, aged fourteen, who for four mont 5

had been suffering from dysenteric diarrhœa, th
stools containing much blood and mucus. She
was put upon a diet of milk alone, without medk
cine : within a fortnight the diarrhœa entirel
ceased, and she is now convalescent. For thC
reason, then, that milk has this anti-laxative an
even constipating effect in various morbid states,
is, when given alone, one of the best antidotes fl
the diarrhœa of typhoid fever.

That our treatment of fever cases is not unstio'
cessful is shown by the results. I find on reference
to my case-books, that during the past year, frO
November 1, 1873, to October 31, 1874, I ha0
had under my care in the hospital twenty-niC
cases of fever ; fifteen typhoid, and fourteen typhbi
Some of the cases have been very severe, but
have been discharged well ; not one death he5.
occurred. This very satisfactory result I attribtlte
mainly to the admirable nursing which our patienta
receive, and to our abstinence from mischievU5

medication. To only one of these patients W
opium given, and that was for the relief of an ir
table condition of bowel which remained after
very severe attack of typhoid. A few doses
opium soon put a stop to this, and the patie
made a good recovery.-Practitioner.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE NERVE CENTRel

The following are Dr. Brown-Séquard's recendl
promulgated views :

i. As regards localization of function, a gre
many facts lead to the view that the nervecele
endowed with the same function, instead of for0y
ing a cluster, so as to be in the neighborhood d
each other, are scattered in the brain, so that 4

part of that organ can be destroyed without thC
cessation of their function. It makes no difference
whatever whether the distance between nerve-ceP
employed in the same function is a small fractiOn
of a millimetre or very much greater, as in eithl
case their communications with each other n
take place by conductors (nerve-fibres), the leng
of which is unable to interfere with the functiol.

2. Each half of the brain is a complete bre
originally, and possesses the aptitude to be dev
oped as a centre for the two sides of the body, 'o
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vitiona
cerebral f movement, as well as in ail the other
Very mucfunctions. Still very few people develop
powers Ch) and perhaps nobody quite fully, the
ner Of the two brains ; and, on the contrary,
siilar Persons only one of these two primitively
actins organs acquires greater power for certain., and the other for other actions.
brai Cmunications between the body and the
,leali be more or less fully accomplished by
tors than very much smaller number of conduc-
Vie 'ike thwould be necessary according to any
kewn the well-known clavier theory. As we
kow that the will only gives an order, and as we
ob by clinical facts that any part of the medulla
thaongata can be destroyed without paralysis, and
prold sone cases a very small portion of it has
noveme sufficient for the persistence of voluntary

transmits, it would seem that the order may be
that itted as well by one fibre as another, and
faclties onfecessary to recognize the existence of
of the of a much higher order in the nerve-cells

to einal cord than those which are admitted
tend aso here. Many facts and a similar reasoning
cord as to show that the nerve-cells of the spinal
high Possess, as regards sensibility, faculties of a

Oed rder than those which are admitted.-
Surg. Reporter.

GASTRIC ULCER TWEATMENT.
The no

While most successful treatment is rest, mean-
dlced thporting the system by nourishment intro-
large trough other channels. Fortunately, the
s% fintestme allows this to be done, and for
the clently long periods when care is exercised in
r'nt eton and preparation of articles of nourish-
used, bn addition to the ordinary substances
and ' as beef-tea or juice, strained oatmeal gruel,been white of egg, attention has within a few yearsthr Called to the value of minced fresh meat,f 8eshly incorporated with the pancreas of
of the iled pigs in the proportion of two parts
ite t ormer to one of the latter. In a case of
recourse obstruction now in the seventeenth week,staii "as had to this among other methods of
abo"ve t he strength without loading the bowels
Was to ha ruction. Our method of proceeding
S augh ve a messenger waiting at Squire'screas ng establishment, who received the pan-

denc. brought it without delay to the patient's
at an ce* lere the physician, after removing the1n1xed it th eng the true glandular substance,

dl toroughly with the finely-divided meat,t the'd it in the form of a soft sausage, as high
Pain .ctum as was possible without inflicting
In frorn ehe resuilt was highly satisfactory for a time
yre awSx to twelve hours the parts not absorbedatient dclY a the form of a thick, creamy emulsion.

clared that he felt stronger, and derived

more benefit from this than from any injection of
beef-juice. After repeating it ten or twelve times,
however, the intestine became sensitive and pain-
fui, and we were compelled to discontinue it. I
have thought frequently of giving this method a
fuller trial in cases of gastric ulcer. The chief ob-
jection lies in the difficulty of complying with ail
the conditions. The pancreas must be fresh ; if
more than two hours from the living animal its
value is much inpaired or lost. The pig should
be killed after a full meal. It is also desirable to
get the mass high up in the colon, and this is by
no means easy of accomplishment.

My thanks are due to Dr. Morrill Wyman for
the suggestion of using this mode of treatment
though recently I have seen allusions to it in many
of the journals. Simple and effectual as these
measures are in the treatment of gastric ulcer, and
familiar as they are to ail connected with hospitals,
little if any allusion is made to them in the books.

Case. Kate McD., aged twenty-three, seam-
stress, entered City Hospital, February 10, 1875.
Family consumptive. Two years ago had slight
attack ofhematemesis. Has gradually lost strength
for the last five months. Had much pain in epi-
gastrum. Hoemorrhage was relieved by cold ap-
plications to epigastrium, and ice internally.

Two days before entrance the patient vomited a.
large amount of bright red blood mixed with clots.
Hemorrhage checked by means of cold externally
and internally, with powdered alum and ergot.

Since, she has been free from pain. After
entrance to hospital she vomited some clear mucus
not mixed with blood. Injections, per rectum, of
beef-tea, raw eggs, and brandy, every two hours,
were ordered, alternate injections to contain twenty
drops of tincture of opium.

February 12th. W Bismuthi subnitratis, grs. xx..
Acidi Gallici, grs. v. M., three times daily.

R Valentine's extract of beef, 3i., Aque, 3x. M.
February 13 th. Vomited small amount of blood

last night. Ice-bags were applied over epigastrium,
and ice was given internally. Also e Ergotinæ,
gr. i. Morph. sulph., gr. fr. M., subcutaneously.

February 17th. Strained gruel was substituted
for beef-tea in injections.

February 22d. Patient is more feeble. Cham-
pagne and milk, two drachms of each, were given
every ten minutes. Valentine's meat juice and
brandy have been given per rectum every hour
since entrance. Slight swelling noticed over left
parotid. Abscess of the parotid gland compli-
cated the case, but notwithstanding, the patient im-
proved and was discharged relieved on the 21st of
April.-Dr. Blake, Boston Med. & Surg. 'ournal.

OIL OF EGGS FOR SORE NIPPLES, CHAPS, ETC.
-Heat yolk of egg until it becomes thoroughly
dry ; press it, and digest in boiling alcohol; filter
while hot, and distil off the spirit.-New Rem.
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GASTROTOMY FOR STRICTURE OF THE
ŒSOPHAGUS.

In the summer of 1875 a certain Charles M.
drank from a bottle which instead of his favorite
beverage contained caustic potash. He discovered
his mstake in time to avoid swallowing much of
the fluid, only a small portion going into the eso-
phagus. He at once cleansed his mouth with cold
water, and he says the resulting disturbance was
not sufficient to warrant his consulting a physician.
About two months later he began to experience
some difficulty in swallowing; food would pass
down into the œsophagus, but would stick there.
This difficulty, however, was not constant, and not
enough to cause him any apprehension. He took
little notice of it until last spring, when he felt
compelled to seck medical advice, and presented
himself at the hospital at the clinic of Professor
Lucke for treatment. The examination disclosed
a stricture of the œsophagus which was seated low
down, near the cardiac orifice of the stomach.
The attempt was then made to dilate the stricture
by means of catheters frequently passed. The
patient soon learned to use the catheter himself,
and did not make his appearance at the hospital
again until the middle of July, when he came,
saying that he was unable to pass the catheter him-
self, and had not been able to take any solid food
for more than a week. An attempt was now made
to pass the catheter, and the stricture was found
permeable only for the smallest catheters, and
these with the greatest difficulty. The esophagus
had undergone a sac-like dilatation just above the
point of stricture, which added to the difficulty of
finding the orifice of the stricture. The patient
could take nothing but liquid food. On the third
day after his admission into the hospital the stric-
ture became impermeable, and the patient was
nourished by injections into the rectum. He now
began to lose rapidly in flesh. The stricture was
so low down that osophagotomy was impracticable,
and Professor Lucke advised the establishment of
a gastric fistula as the only means of saving the life
of the patient, for he was becoming very niuch
emaciated. The consent of the patient could not
be obtained to this operation until the ninth day
atter his admission, when he had become so weak
that it was apparent to himself that there was no
other alternative. The patient certainly was in a
most unfavourable condition for such an operation,
being in a state of great emaciation from so long a
period of insufficient nutrition, having taken very
little solid food during the week previous to bis
entering the hospital, and subsisting entirely upon
hquid food for the following nine days, during six
days of which time he was nourished entirely by
injection into the rectum.

It wouùld also require some time after the opera-
tion before food could be placed in the stomach,

and during all that time the patient must subsist

upon food injected into the rectum. In spite Of
his unfavourable condition Professor Lucke feît
compelled to operate. The patient was placed
under the influence of chloroform, but not to couIV
plete narcosis. The operation consisted in aO
external incision through the abdominal walls, e'
tending from a little to the left of the median lille
along the lower border of the ribs of the left sid
tourteen centimetres-five and three fifths inches
-in length. Through this opening the stomach wa5
found and drawn up ; an incision was made through
its walls seven centimetres-two and four fifth
inches-in length. The edges of the opening iltO
the stomach were then united to those of the e%'
ternal incision through the abdomen by means Of
sutures, and that part of the abdominal incis 00
which remained to either side of the portiOO
already united to the stomach was also closed by'
means of sutures. The operation was perforned
according to Lister's method under carbolized
spray, and the wound dressed with disinfected pily
terial. After the operation it was necessary tO
continue the injections per rectum, for although
there was now an opening into the stomach, the
latter must be kept quiet, that the wounds might

unite, which would be impossible were food place
in the stomach and peristaltic action excited.
few hours after the operation a grave complicatiO
set in in the form of a severe diarrhea ; everythil1g
was ejected from the rectum, and in conSe"
quence of the entire deprivation of nourishme0t'
the case terminated fatally twenty-four hours froli5
the time of the operation. There is at least
great probability that the operation would ha0
proved successful if performed at the time whe
first advised, for then the patient was in a nUCe
better condition, and in the course of a week foOô
might have been given through the stomach'
only in very small quantities, yet sufficient to s
tain life. There are records of cases somewh
similar in which life was sustained for many year>
in fact, there is a case reported, operated upon l'
a surgeon of some distinction upon the ContineI4
who made an incision into the large intestiIe
thinking it was the stomach, the mistake not beli
discovered until after the wound had healed. 'p
patient was fed through this fistula and life naie
tained for a number of months, the patient fina',
dying from some complication. The post-mor/
examination revealed no peritonitis or other apPIe
ciable lesion, with the exception of the gene
pathological appearances characteristic of inanitio'
Boston Med. & Surg. Journal.

THE HEAT IN INDIA during the past seasoflîd
reported to have been extraordinarily intense
having ranged over roo° F. for several successilo i
days, scarcely falling at all during the night.
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URPAL ~

EFFUSINS AND THEIR
TREATMENT.
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Dr. R.
As t ger, of the University Hospital, says
con it ng, it was formerly reserved for extreme'onditionsbt
absor ut now we aspirate, either to assist
doPtOn or to save the lung. Hence it may be
Th11e early, say when the chest is half full of fluid.

ee febrile state may last twenty-five or thirty days,
tai eed not wait till it is over. The effusion con-ins So nuch albumen as to be practically a bleed-afte n should be stopped as soon as possible.
tigue an. early tapping, I have known fever to con-
class¡a fortnight without fresh effusion. We may
and sa cases into those with simple serous effusion
fev MPe purulent effusion ; either may be withaer or W/rt/out, and all will probably do weil withaslrati Th arfet i Then there are cases where the pus is

i if there be no high fever, give these a chance
thughPle aspiration ; and even if there be fever,
be giethe case then is very grave, one trial should

"Ia fto the same plan before an incision is
as e for look upon a free opening of the chest

as Y serious and risky affair. The case before
ninas done well with a single aspiration. Exam-

pansi e results, and judging of the amount of
look aO of lung, beside auscultating, etc., we
f at the angle formed by the costal arch in

nea in health the angle should be obtuse, and
ar teqal on both sides, perhaps more obtusehas t ex right, owing to the liver, whilst, if the lung

What a exPanded, the arch will have sunk in some-
ft a the angle be more acute ; the shoulder

wht ' affected side will be lowered, and the spine,
side durinn curved with convexity toward the same

i drng the stage of effusion, will have an op-Ot direction when the effusion has disappeared.
Othe case of pleuritis, in which five pints ofMhat usbeen removed by aspiration, was some-

¡ase Iiusual as being secondary to Bright's dis-
iisidi 1ousn form of malady the progress is usually
fr, 0tU, and yet the effusion rapid. We know,
qu* ekly effect of blisters in such patients, how

r g er sion may be poured out in any part.
withd lger does not think it necessary to stop the
C r awa at any definite quantity, nor does he
IleedIe ugh an indication for withdrawing the
bîod 'begY if much pain be complained of, or if

The Cegn to come.
y heatiosrabatt states that from a series of ob-
ards, iMade during fifteen years in Frerich's

CIice' with A ecial reference to operative interfer-as: E dvalc arrives at the following conclu-
tur sho'ucases of serous effusion in the pleura,
if life be i be performed before the third week,

ter CI n danger. 2. If puncture be made
of1 tih i 9son of air and with previous disinfec-

c e nstrument, no serous exudation becomes
%etainty h 3 le only means of determining withwIether a pleural effusion is serous or

PLF
purulent, is an exploratory puncture. 4. Incision,
with puncture, should be made as early as possible
into purulent exudations. 5. The mortality after
incision into purulent effusions is from 50 to 6o
per cent. when they are treated according to the
present plan (incision in the sixth intercostal space
between the nipple and the anterior axillary line,
washng out with disnfectants once or twice daily,a catheter being retained in the wound, or one or
more ribs resected). 6. Sanguineous effusion (in
which blood becomes mixed with the exudation in
consequence of the dilatation of vessels, leading to
their rupture) is always the result of malignant
growths of the pleura. 7. Serous exudations do
not exclude the presence of tuberculosis and can-
cer of the pleura.-Brit. Med. 7our.

SPLENOTOMY.

M. Péan recently presented to the Académie de
Médicine two patients upon whom he had success-
fully performed the operation of solenotomy. One
of these cases was operated on in 1867, and sub-
sequently presented to the Academy in good health.
The second case, which has just recovered, was a
married woman aged twenty-four years. A splenic
tumor had been growing, until at the end of eighteen
months after its first appearance, when it filled the
entire abdominal cavity, descending into the pelvic,
and even to the right iliac fossa. Various symptoms,
apparently secondary to the tumor, distressed her,
and abdominal pain was constant. Yielding to the
importunities of the patient, M. Péan excised the
spleen on the 25th of last April. The London
Lancet (Aug. 26th) thus describes the details of the
operation:

" An incision was made along the linea alba from
three inches above the umbilicus to two and a half
above the pubes, and a corresponding incision was
made through the peritoneum. The tumor was cov-
ered by the omentum ; this was removed from below
upwards and pushed to the right of the tumor, be-
neath the right hypochondrium, and both it and
the intestines were kept back by sponges and warm
napkins. The tumor had the characteristic red-
dish-violet color of the spleen. It was seized at its
lower extremity and gradually raised within the lips
of the wound until it rested on the hands of the
assistants who were keeping back the intestines.
No other organ escaped. The gastro-splenic omen-
tum was about three-quarters of an inch wide at the
level of the hilus ; it contained blood-vessels and
enormous lymphatics. One splenic vein was the
size of the index finger. A wire ligature vas passed
around the whole pedicle, great care being taken
to avoid the pancreas. The pedicle was then sur-
rounded by sponges and the spleen separated from
the hilus by a single cut, being at the same time
turned quickly outwards. About a quart of blood
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escaped in a jet from the spleen, but none fell
into the abdomen ; otherwise not more than thirty
grammes of blood were estimated to be lost. No
adhesions were met with. The sponges were re-
moved, the great omentum spread out over the in-
testines, and the abdomen closed, the pedicle being
retained between the lips of the wound. The pro-
gress of the patient was excellent. The febrile re-
action was slight. Some blood appeared in the
urine on the third day, but diminished and dis-
appeared a few days later. The pedicle separated
in a week. The patient's spirits were very good.
Eighteen days after the operation she sat up, and a
week afterwards returned home."

etdical tm an ¢ .

RANULA-Ranula is admitted by all surge.ns to
be a most troublesome and in many cases a woost
intractable affection. It is sometimes so little ame-
nable to treatment that some surgeons, and among
them the celebrated Dupuytren, contrived different
means by which to keep open a fistulous orifice in
the tumor, in order to empty the contents of the
latter in the mouth. Jobert de Lambelle en-
deavored to effect the same object by inverting a
portion of the internal surface of the ranula, and
uniting it by a stuture with the mucous membrane
surrounding the orifice. M. Panas, of the Lari-
boisiere Hospital, finding these methods of treat-
ment unsatisfactory, and after having given afair trial
to the different remedies in vogue for the cure of
this affection with equal unsuccess, has lately
resorted to the practice of injecting these tumors
with a solution(one to ten parts) of the chloride of
zinc, the results of which are most encotiraging.
M. Panas injects into the tumor from three or four
to eight or ten drops of this solution, which also
varies in strength according to the age of the
patient ; and this he does with a Pravaz's syringe
without previously emptying the tumor. But it is
not only to ranulæ that M. Panas applies this treat-
ment ; he has found it successful in other tumors
of the mouth, and thinks it may be advantageously
employed in all cases of mucous or serous cysts in
whatever part of the body they may occur.-British
Medical 3ournal.

SULPHIDE OF CALCIUMi.-Dr. T. Curtis Smith
(Southern Med. Record, July, 1876,) confirms the
observations of Ringer upon the value of this agent
in boils, abscesses, carbuncles, and glandular en-
largements. There is no other remedy which will
cause the resolution of these affections equally well.
He gives it in powder, with sugar, or in pill form,
in the dose of one-half grain, every four or six
hours, for children. Aduits may take from one-
half to ?wo grains, with sugar, four or six times
a-day.

A NEW METHOD OF USING SPONGE TENTS Il<
DILATING THE CERVIX UTERI.-Dr. T. H. Seyfert
(Medical Times, July 8, 1876) gives the followiln
method of obtaining the benefits of compressed
sponge while avoiding its dangers. The apparatfS
consists of a small metallic or rubber tube, holdi%
on its perforated extremity a sponge tent, which Se
completely enveloped by a close-fitting, thin piecd
of India rubber. The rubber, while permitting the
sponge to dilate to its fullest extent, prevents 't
from absorbing fluids from the canal and protects
the cervical mucous membrane from abrasiol 5'
Water reaches the sponge through the tube which
has upon its vaginal extremity a distensible rubber
ball for its reservoir. Instead of limiting the teint
it may be made to envelop the entire apparatU!
thus keeping the tube in constant contact with the
water, which by entering the perforations made
the tube readily finds its way to the sponge.
Detroit Review.

'TREATMENT OF PRURITUS BY THE SMOKE Of
JUNIPER LEAVEs.-Dr. Boeck, of Christiana, re
ports the results of this remedy in several cutaneo5
affections, in which itching forms a most distressi 
symptom, especially urticaria, pruritus, and prurig0 '
The patient is enclosed as for an ordinary minerd
vapor bath, and beneath him, with proper precaO'
tions against the blaze which may ensue, is placeô
a pan of live coals, upon which the juniper leaVO
have been thrown. If not freshly picked, the leave
should be damped with water. The patient is to
remain exposed to the vapor for twenty or thirtl
minutes, generally on every second day. In prf
rigo, the remedy is immediately effective, and manlf
cases have, after treatment in hospital by thlo
means, been discharged cured. The most marke.
effects were obtained in bad cases of chronic ur
caria and pruritus.-New Remedies.

LIME WATER IN INFANTILE ECZEMA.-A writd
in the Bulletin de Therapeutique recommends life
water in eczema of the head and impetigo of the
face in children, especially in chronic cases, whiCh
have resisted other treatment, and states that 0
marked improvement is noticeable after using it
for eight days. It is to be taken in quantit 
varying up to half a pint, according to the age
the patient, and to dust the part with carbonate
inagnesia; but the latter is only necessary whe'
the secretion is very irritant.-Med. &- Surg. R4f

HAMOPTYSIs TREATED BY ERGOT. - REPO [
OF FIFTY CASES. - Dr. J. Williamson (Lofni*
Lancet, January, 1876,) reports fifty consectt
cases of hæmoptysis treated by ergot. Out
tiese the drug rapidly checked bleeding in fort
four cases. In the other six it failed, as did alI
gallic acid. Detroit Rev. of Medicine.
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Efert I ANAD A LWitness, for example, the herculean labor per-esseH CANADA ANath. formed by the leading London physician of his
.ratos Issue7 Journal of Medical and Surgical Science day, Dr. Chambers. It is known that for thirty-.ldin.% ProDptly on the First of each Month. three years, he wrote out in full every case he
ich 15 n»munication, solicited on al Medical and Sei- treated in hospital and private practice. Thelec0 eitic 8bjects, and also Reports of Cases occurngipied ***l*bJc t, " ' "f n ae ring n books he used for his note-taking were quartotr»J ce* A~dVerient inserted on the most liberai sýg th ao th.Aletters and Communications to be aaaresseag t", t

he <~ d Ctan.ada Lancet,"- Toronto.voueopas
Csmanicartons tobe volumes, of about four hundred pages each, and

)tects n SON BROS., Montreal ; J. & A. MCMILLAN, St. John, they amounted to siXty-seven, besides various thin;if5  
N,<AL 805 Broadway, New York, and BALLIBRE, quartos. i h ae eerglryetrdaBLwUli$É'2'N a onndngER urs. All the cases were regularly entered atiCll. ')L &CoX, 20Kirig William street, Strand, London, England.v2 night, with a copy of all the prescriptions that heibber TORONTO, NOV. 1, 1876. had made during the day. These volumes of

ratu' Frecords of private practice were not all. The
h the A STRATION AND VITAL STATISTICS. books which he kept at St. George's Hospital
de i f h equalled in volume those of his private practice.f cnistory can be reckoned among the exact Ail this was accomplished while he devoted him-erces by collecting and collating statistics, as is self to the duties of his profession with the most

theposed by Mr. Buckle, in his learned work on persevering and conscientious punctuality and
E 0' sO1istory of Civilization in England," is it un- assiduity, and whilst his fees amounted annually to

eIus tribueable to expect that similar means will con- from £7,ooo to £ 9 ,ooo. He also found time to
sie0 sate to place the science of medicine in the deliver lectures, and keep himself well informed indecategory ? An immense advantage would be relation to the progress of medicine. The method

e from enforced registration by the Dominion of obtaining facts, by the registration of diseaseseca2 tie, tgovernments, in preserving data for future occurring in private practice, is not a recent sugges-
ave$ ace th would enable medical historians to tion. It was acted on many years ago by eminent

eaV the Succession of different diseases, and to physicians and surgeons, and valuable tables andis to f fthe exact era when new diseases or modified deductions have been preserved. Sir GilbertUnes that
thirtl ni Of known ones, first appeared; what effects Blane, then President of the London Medical andpr? c'y mneasures, as drainage, disposai of sewage, Chirurgical Society, read at a meeting on the 27th
mal en tîiness and ventilation of buildings produced. of July, 1813, " Observations on the comparativere Wn the returns shall be made as general in prevalence, mortality and treatment of differentirkcà canad
urty State , as they are in England and some of the diseases, illustrated by abstracts of cases," whiches in the Union where State Medical Boards came under his care at St. Thomas's Hospital and

1ot i long existed, nhany facts having interesting if in his private practice, embracing a period of
1lte blo iedortant practical bearings, will be weil esta- twenty years. He thought the history of diseasesth abi The influence of age, sex, occupation, in different ages indispensable in the cultivation ofi t to f ens, the comparative frequency and du- practical medicine ; that all. practical researches

hat $ dernics adfferent diseases, the prevalence of epi- ought to be built on an induction of facts ; that
ing e can be and the medical geography of a country, single objects of events are of little value, except intitio the ditermmed by these neans. The effect of so far as they stand related to others, and that1 "e'rton of the atmosphere in respect to tem- there are many complaints of which we are at at zoe, roisture, electricity, presence or absence loss to make a comparative statement for want ofi Cty ZOne O Oxygen in a particular state of electri- records. He kept notes of all the cases whichcneti be discovered, by records of disease, happened in the hospital during the greater part
pof j ecord eton with meteorological and mortuary of the time from 1784 to 1794, and also in hisd cdcess f The most formidable obstacles to the private practice at all times, from 1795 to 1805.t c rsi c this measure, exists in the unwillingness Sir Gilbert Blane's records show, that disorders ofot hey"Cia5 to perform the necessary labour, not the stomach constitute about a ninth part in pri-

ao w11ose lTpossibility, as the example of many vate practice, and only one thirty-fifth part of the
is Practice was more extensive, and whose hospital cases. Of liver complaints, one in forty-y were more industrious, has proved. three in private, and one in one hundred and three



in hospital practice. In Januar
Charles Bell made a quarterly re
treated at the Middlesex Hospital
practice. Another admirable illus
value of medical statistics, is Cap
work on "Vital Statistics of the
Also the Naval Statistical Report,
printed, by the House of Commons
Medico-Chirurgical Review thus spe
" They will tend to disabuse the
erroneous, and some injurious inq
they will, we are confident, mater
progress of medical science." Dr.
" Notes and Reflections," also exp
very decidedly in favour of the utilit
Mr. Buckle, in the work already m
speaks of general statistics : "I
actions being regulated by law, have
from statistics, a branch of kno
though still in its infancy, has alread
light on the study of human natur
sciences put together." Dr. Brins
subject thus speaks: "Another
why the medical profession should
that they may be able, in their colle
to advise the public where to apply
bewildered by the numerous syste
and specifics, which are presented t
sides. Physicians should consider t
guardians of the public health. I
their province to counsel the adopt
tions for the prevention and treatme
diseases, and this is recognized by
authorities, when an epidemic is suff
to attract their attention. But thei
health and community should n
Public opinion on medical subject
modified, and it can be done only
know what modification is desirab
must be accomplished by medical m
they have no hesitation in advising
of causes of epidemic diseases, and t
general regulations for their preventi
from using their influence to pre
methods of treating sporadic affectio
to human life than all the pestilence
ics caused by contagion, neglect
ventilation and temperance." It
business of Government Boards of
mine and report on nostrums and so-c
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y 1817, Sir weighing accurately their merits and demerits, an
port of cases their adaptability or otherwise to the ailments f'
and in private which they profess to be a cure. To ansO
tration of the affirmatively and satisfactorily the question,
tain Tullock's there certainty in medicine ?" the positive meth d
3ritish Army." of investigation must be applied, the first step tO
ordered to be which is the accumulation of facts as to occurrec,4

in 1840. The topography, meteorology, phenomena, duratiOM'
aks of them : terminations, concomitants and sequelæ of diseaSe';
nind of many modifying influences of age, sex, occupation aO
ressions; and habits of life; and the means by which these fac
ially assist the are to be accumulated is registration. "it I
lolland, in his only by the contribution of particular facts and
resses himself general results, that much good can be done to
y of statistics. medicine. The time has arrived when a genew
entioned, thus and a well arranged system of hospital reportioge
roofs of our must engage serious attention."-British d Fort'
been derived Med. Chir. Review. In another number of t h

vledge which, same Journal the following passage occurs :-"
y thrown more would suggest the combination of statistical repO
e, than all the that is, summaries of facts, and individual ca5s
inade on this For the purposes of general utility we should 5
strong reason that statistical records and collections of ca5

be united, is calculated to display the general laws of disease
ctive capacity, treatment, are preferable to individual instances
for relief when rare complaints. The latter are too often choso
ms, nostrums because they excite curiosity and interest. e
o them on all accomplished physician or surgeon is too apt 0
hemselves the measure the attainments, the appetites and t0
t is obviously wants of the profession by his own. Thi4

ion of regula- familiar to him, he too readily concludes to
nt of epidemic equally familiar to all, and hence the prevalence
governmental transcendental pathological papers in our jouri9j

iciently severe and transactions. One sound and universal
r care for the duction is worth much more, in a practical point
ot end here. view, than the most extraordinary fact or the l
s needs to be imposing theory. Such should be the aim of tho<
by those who who write for the real instruction of the public, oi

le. This task our clinical reporters. It is with facts that th
en. Although have essentially to do, and their object should 1
the abatement to transfer the experience of the ward to t
he adoption of report." Thermometrical observations are iniret
on, they shrink able, and should be made by all recorders at
vent injurious tain fixed hours of day and night. Dr. Brinsin" (
ns, more fatal has shown, that barometric observations to be
s and epidem- use, must be studied in connexion with the ho0
of cleanliness, of the accession of certain acute, and of the
should be the cerbations of certain chronic diseases. Dr. Mo0
Health to exa- in a paper read before the English Meteorolo0g
alled specifics, Society, has shown by a series of very elaboJ
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tables
bete that an apparent connection is discoverable
andWeen the first appearance, increase, decrease
decr isappearance of atmospheric ozone with the

etease and increase of the readings of the baro-
ther and thermometer, and the state of the wea-

r enerally ; also that prevalent diseases form
s corresponding with certain meteorological
l 5ons. In the formation of these tables, Dr.MOIIat Paid strict attention to all the lesser fluc-1lations Of the barometer and thermometer, being

Inced that there exists a great necessity for so
d th from the slightest variations in the reading
the die barometer being followed by a change inirection of the wind, and the appearance and
hIeorel Or decrease and disappearance of ozone.
thatel and other investigators, have concluded

the want of ozone constituted the predisposing
p ef choiera. Ozone has been shown to be a
tecterfl disinfectant and deodorizer. Having de-
the a the presence of this imponderable agent in
futut, tosPhere, may we not hope that at some

c e may be enabled to detect the pre-
thee 0f that other equally imponderable agent

d toas from decomposing vegetable matter,
to counteract measurably its deleterious in-

Snlhy,>> s Auguste Compte, in " Positive Philo-
are d' Says, " Some of the most important artsages8erlved from speculations pursued during long

Wistace th a purely scientific intention. For
thiece the ancient Greek astronomers delighted
sect selves With beautiful speculatious on conic
ser* ies ; those speculations wrought, after a long
ade of generations, the renovation of astronomy;
perfe this has the art of navigation attained a

o cthri which it never could have reached
Arcied than through the speculative labors of

Arhnees and Apollonius."

'>'AS A REMEDIAL AGENT.
the ,en ch from time to time, has been said of
Vari sfuence f the mind upon the body and its
stte Unctions, but the influence of the mental

thnditiQfl of thing or relieving many abnormal
he consid t e vital organs, is a subject worthy
aton ation and the closest practical obser-

we becof every physician. So materiglistic havebi~ be,that
ready to swe have run into the extreme of

ge ticrs that the germ of every disease
' croscOpically demonstrated, and in our
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therapeutics far too much attention has come to be
given, and too much virtue attributed to material
agents and influences, and too little to the im-
measureable power of the mind in the work of
organic and functional renovation. It is a fact
beyond question in the minds of many, and one
that was strongly insisted upon by the late Sir
Benjamin Brodie, that the vis medicatrix natura
is all that is necessary, under favourable circum-
stances, for the restoration of the patient to a con-
dition of health.

The influence of the passions are acknowledged
by ail, to be sufficient to produce an arrest or
change of function and often violent disturbances
of the system, and if this be true-as may be seen
in the arrest of the process of digestion by any
sudden emotion as surprise, joy, fear, apprehension,
grief, &c.-why not accept the converse as indu-
bitable, as may readily be demonstrated in the sick
room.

The notion, that diseases may be controlled or
removed and health restored by the agency of the
mind alone, is almost too great a tax upon the
credulity of many; and yet, no one upon reflection
will doubt the important influence that confidence
in a certain physician, or faith in a certain remedy,
has in the result of the treatment. Who has not
witnessed the buoyant influence of hope, the depres-
sing influence of disappointment or despair, or the
aggravating and harassing influence of anxiety,
apprehension or dread ? Yet many people who
smile at the element of faith in the treatment of
disease, have not the slightest hesitation in believ-
that infinitessimal doses of the hundredth dilution of
some inert substance as the calcareo carb. or the
carboveg. of the homœapath, or some fancied
virtue in an unknown (to the patient) nostrum,
will accomplish the renovation of a functional or
organic disease, while to the imperial influence and
godlike capabilities of the mind they attribute
nothing. Such persons would invest inorganic
matter with an imputed virtue greater than the
soul is capable of exerting, and utterly ignore the
supremacy of mind over matter, and the realm of
material forces, forms and elements, even in the
vital organism itself.

To the extensive and accurate observer it will
be a fact only too apparent that familiar remedies
possess less power for good than new ones with
high-sounding titles, and cures are frequently
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accomplished, when the agents employed possess
no specific action whatever upon the system. As
an instance of this, a case is narrated in which a
lady was speedily cured of a long standing com-
plaint by the administration of the ordinary
"Hooper's cachons aromatic," under the name of
"Electric pills." Few persons afflicted with chro-
nic diseases are ever cured without strong confi-
dence in the physician and his remedies. So true
is this that when faith in a physician or remedy,
however powerless in itself, is sufficiently strong,
a visit or prescription from the physician with a
word of encouragement, or the simple administra-
tion of the particular remedy is sure to be followed
by the anticipated physical results. To the younger
members of the profession of medicine, the in-
fluence of faith or the " will " power, as remedial
agents, may appear trivial, but to the veterani
practitioner the discovery has come with more or
less force at times, that among the many agents
comprehended in our therapeutics faitl and will
are quite as potent and far more desirable than
physic. Indeed, the remedies comprised in the
Materia Medica, often derive their principal action
or power from the patient's preconceived notion of
their curative properties; and in persons of strong
will a firm exercise of it oft-times secures recoverv.
In proof of this statement, it is only necessary to
instance the many cases in which inert substances
as bread pills, acacia, or other simple powders
and charcoal preparations have been administered ,
without the patient's knowledge of their real cha-
racter, with satisfactory results. A patient who
had become the victim of the morphine habit once
applied for advice. A number of powders with
pure muriate of morphine were first prepared in
}r6 grain doses ; then on more being asked for, a
little calcined magnesia was added, and finally a
number of powders were prepared with magnesia
alone, flavoured with a little bitter principle, each
time with the same results as regards influence
upon the system. Finally by persuasion its use
was abandoned with success. So that in many
cases where the patient's faith or confidence is un-
wavering, sugar powders, bread pills, or pepper-
mint water, will as readily accomplish the expected
psycho-physiological effect as if genuine drugs had
been administered. On the contrary the specific
effects Cf the most valuable remedies are often
neutralised by the physician's manner, and any
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doubts respecting his capacity are often strolige
than the most powerful tonics or judiciously a
plied remedies.

NEW METHOD OF TREATING CHOLERA.-Setè
Major Hall, Army Medical Department, E.
Service, describes a new method of treating Asiatei
cholera. It consists in using hypodermic injectiO
instead of giving stimulants by the mouth.
observes that in his own case his heart beat
stronger than usual, while his pulse was stopped
that the want of pulse at the wrist does not depe 0

on want of power at the heart ; that the whbo
nervous system is extensively irritated instead
being exhausted, and the heart and ail the arterie
are in a state of spasmodic contraction. He cO«
siders vomiting and purging of secondary impol
ance. He used an injection of solution of chlO'
hydrate (which has a very depressing action on'
heart) in twenty cases of collapse, eighteen of whI
recovered. They were natives of Bengal; perhail
among Europeans a more powerful sedative
be required, and he recommends sol. prussic ac
calabar bean, broinide of potassium, and oth
true sedatives. Opium, which is not a true se
tive, but a stimulating narcotic, and all alcohOli
stimulants are to be avoided, and nothing givenl 0
the patient to drink during collapse except Co 0
water, which may be taken in any quantity desirT

TETANUs.-The use of opium and chloral
drate in cases of tetanus both idiopathic
traumatic, is much resorted to in the East Indi&
The patient is kept almost continually under
combined effects of chloral hydrate and tr. opé
until ail occurrences of spasm disappear. 'ri
medicine and food are administered by means
enemata. The power or action of these combiIId
drugs is like the action of a heavy weight o
spring, which if the pressure yielded the sp
would begin to rise, but being continually r
tained, the morbid nervous phenomena grado#
give way, and disease vanishes. If used by encoo
in hydrophobic cases they might also prove ser
able. Chloral hydrate and calabar bean are
recommended for lock jaw.
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diseae ASTHMA.-This is a most troublesome THE TREATMENT OF RANULA. - Dr. Morton,Case to rnany during the summer months in of Sheffield, recommends, in the treatment of thisiaga. its victims can never get heated, or work affection, a metallic seton acting, to some extent,enciong hay in harvest gatherings, without experi- as a drainage-tube. An ordinary suture-needle,orCld the distressing symptoms of a violent coryza medium-sized silver wire, is passed directly throughOrCOld in head accompanied by severe headache, the sac-like tumor from one side to the other, theof bt ngi flammation of the eyes and difficulty ends of the wire brought forward, twisted together,of. eathing. It has recently been discovered by and cut off, leaving a small ring of metal half.lelrnholtz to be due to the presence in the within and half externally. The wire is allowedcavits of numerous minute insects, known to remain three weeks, then cut and withdrawn.inf emb They adhere pertinaciously to the It causes no irritation nor impediment, and a patentt P fenribrane, and are very active in high orifice remains after removal.re4berat tres, and sluggish in cold. They slightlybler, the small creatures seen in stagnant rain ASPIRATION IN TYMPANITIS. -Dr. Lee (Chi-n anbut very much less in proportion. Prof. cago Med. your.) relates a case of tympanitis, inthe .anusr uropean investigator, has found that which he used the aspirator with great benefit.q,,isoria may be destroyed by a solution of The abdomen was greatly distended, and theSelf b e. 0f this fact Helmholtz availed him- patient was vomiting almost continuously. The1avig eiaking a weak solution of quinine and smallest needle of the aspirator was used. It wassIereeach nostril with it in his own case, (having plunged into the abdomen several times, and eachsediad for twenty years from the disease) with im- time large quantities of gas escaped. The patienteatei relief An occasional repetition completely was greatly relieved, and finally made a goodltisatel the offenders. His experience with recovery.
0oW b.eîf has proved most satisfactory. It is

Ofthi c tried with good results in the hay-fever PERIODIC INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OFContinent. 
MEDICAL SCIENCES.-The fifth session of the
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above-mentioned congress will be held next yeardeORY 0F THE CAUSE 0F ASPH XIA in Geneva. It will continue one week, and willdet, in the Gazeye Medicale, denies that open on Sunday the 9th of Sept., 1877. The pro-acid gas has any toxic effect in cases of ceedings will be conducted in the French language.and dlaims that it suffocates by simply All communications relative to the congress shouldSluigsto the exclusion of oxygen. Persons be addressed to Dr. Prevost, general secretary,asphyxiated by Co can usually be restored Geneva.lations of oxygen gas. The real cause of
dOisoning, is thought to be carbonic oxide, To PREvENT POISoNING BY IvY.-When obligeddifusengaged prior to carbonic acid and to work near poison ivy, wash the hands and wetdiffuse itself in the blood, but remains and the face in a strong solution of sugar of lead orthe hemoglobine and the hematin. It sweet oil, before and after working where it is, andabe inferred from this, that the best no bad effects will follow. A farmer when mowing
axyenalatdns wt an decio se ox- t in the midst of poison ivy covers his hands withh OxYgeate water, and decomposible ux machine oil and effectually prevents poisoning. Ifen as those of manganese and cadmium. he neglects this he may be badly poisoned.Ssuggested that sulphydrate of ammonia
erdhypoderial1 ih eops the Dide cay might decompose OF THE QUEEN'S PHYSICIAN.-The death
. arnerof Dr. Laycock, physician to the Queen in Scotland,ardarner & Co. have received the Cen- is announced in our English exchanges. Besidestard for their soluble Sugar Co;ted Pills. holding several important appointments, he was

to third grand World's Fair prize that the author of several treatises on the nervousod abroaexcellence over competition at system, and numerous essays in medical and other
journals.
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INTEMPERANCE A CAUSE OF INSANITY.-Dr
Mann, medical superintendent of the Emigran
Insane Asylum, Ward's Island, New York, gives i
as his opinion that it is impossible to estimate th<
complex influences exerted by intemperance upor
the production of insanity. He states that he ha:
traced intemperance as a cause in almost every cas<
of general paralysis that has fallen under his notice
and that others have made similar observations
It is estimated that 50 per cent. of all the idiots anc
imbeciles to be found in the large cities of Europ<
have had parents who were notorious drunkards,
Out of 350 insane patients admitted during two years
at Charenton, insanity was attributed to drink in
102 instances. According to the statistics of al]
the insane asylums, fully one-fourth of all the ad.
missions are due either proximately or remotely te
intemperance. A case is now before the courts in
Montreal, in which insanity is pleaded in defence
in an action for separation for ill-treatment, whereas,
it is proved that the defendant was under treatment
for delirium tremens, which no doubt terminated
in acute mania, ending in his being sent to Long
Point Asyluin, where he recovered under the treat-
ment of Dr. H. Howard.

The well-known house of Macmillan & Co.
London, publishers of the Practitioner, have under-
taken the publication in England of " Micro-
Photographs in Histology," the monthly work con-
ducted by Drs. Seiler, Hunt & Richardson. A
large edition is required for the English profession.

" To prove extinction of life," inject strong am-
monia under the skin, if life exists there is no
change, if the subject be dead a purple or blue
colored patch is the result.

The next meeting of the American Pharmaceu-
tical association will be held in Toronto on the
4th of Sept., 1877.

An opening for a medical man in a thriving
village in Ontario. See advertisement.

CENTRAL NECROSIS.

Louis Frank, a laborer, æt. 22, a German by
birth, of healthy parentage, was admitted into the
Toronto General Hospital, under the care of Dr.
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Fulton, in the latter part of August, suffering fr00

" a running sore" on his leg, near the ankle.
states that he never was sick in his life ; but aboOt
eight years ago he received an injury to his leí
which resulted in necrosis of the tibia. He W
admitted to the Buffalo General Hospital, and the
necrosed portion of bone was removed by
Miner. After some weeks he left the Hospita
but the leg was not entirely healed, a dischae
still continuing at the lower part of the tibia, about
three inches above the ankle-joint, on the anterior
aspect. On introducing a probe into the ste'd
opening in the tibia, a portion of necrosed boUe
was detected in the medullary canal, and apPt
rently loose. The tibia was very much enlarge
and the bone very dense. The operation for i
removal was performed in the following manne
The patient was brought under the influence 4'
chloroform, and an incision was made through the
skin, which was dissected back and a trephlot
applied to the bone. An opening was thus rade
down to the medullary canal, but was not Etu
ciently large; a second was then made alongside
the preceding. Through this, the sequestrun
readily removed. It was about i% inches 1o0
and 4 of an inch wide, two lines in thickness,
presented an irregular, worm-eaten appearac&
The wound was dressed with lint wet with watt
and afterwards with carbolic acid lotion (i to 401
and the wound allowed to heal by granulatiol
The case did well, and the patient was subsequefti1
discharged cured.

POISONING BY OXALIC ACID.

W. B., oet. 52, a native of England, was admitt
into the Toronto General Hospital, October t
under the care of Dr. Cassidy. Two weeks befole
his admission he had taken a large teaspoonful ý
oxalic acid by mistake for sulphate of magnesi
He vomited immediately after taking it, and
some hours afterwards. At the time of his adro
sion, he complained of soreness of the stonac
headache and constipation. He gradually beca
worse. Two years ago he had had an attack
pericarditis. His heart was enlarged and displac
to the left, but he did not complain of any paili
uneasiness in that region. He was ordered
muth subnitrate in milk twice a day, and milk a
lime-water as a drink. On account of the prede
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8 ven: Of head symptoms, the following was chest is slightly more prominent than the left.giveil: Th

ere does not appear to be any enlargement oA . bromidi, 3ss. the liver, at least it cannot be felt below the ribsAque camphoroe ad., 3viij. There is some enlargement of the heart, and thA tablespoonful three times a day. apex beat is felt about an inch to the left of thheay 9th The patient appeared very dull and normal situation, but no valvular disease can b
also iComplained much of his head. There was detected. The urine has been examined severacontinence of urine. Slept very little, and times, but it contains no albumen nor casts. It iWas COstE y moaning- of the normal specific gravity, but somewhat scantylo re ats nothing, very stupid and heavy; The patient complains of no pain, tightness nopulse107 respiration 24. uneasiness in his chest or abdomen, and his con
Ptls - Comatose, with stertorous breathing; dition is about the same as at the time of his ad8 p 54; respiration 50; temp. 103 F.; died at mission. The treatment consists of tonics, baths

Pos good nourishing food, and the following prescripg St nortem.--Stomach empty, except some tion :
ested mnucus. The mucous membrane was con- -- Pot. acet.,

gested, and of a dark color in spots, and other Pot. nit., ss.
carred There was a perforating ulcer near the Vi. ipecac., Siij.Cardiac 

opieThe C end, about the size of a five-cent piece. Morphme, grs.ij.heart was enlarged and weighed about 18 Aquoe, ad., 3viij.- M.
dil4ces and was partially adherent to the pericar- A tablespoonful three times a day.bm ut no vavular lesions were present. On0  ecn the cranial cavity, small ulcers were found $ c0i¢tito,stalh Side of the superior longitudinal sinus ; a
surfac uanll y of pus was found on the ulcerated NORTH BRUCE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.ie erett 0faps was efusind on d the u bcraten •O R C E IC L A S CA I Nes There was no effusion, and the brain The adjourned meeting of this medical associa-itSelf appeared perfectly healthy. tion being also the annual meeting, was held at

Paisley, on the i ith ult., the President, Dr. Scott,
OF THE LOWER EXTREMITIES-AN OBSCURE in the chair. The minutes of the previous meet-

CASE. ing were read and confirmed.
ter b t 45, a native of Ireland, and a carpen- The election of officers was next proceeded with,18th rade, was admitted into the Hospital on the resulting as follows :-Dr. Scott, President (re-
14ye September, under the care of Dr. Dela- Weted) D Vice-President ,cder About two years ago, he had an attack of ashington, 2nd Vice-President.naturea Of the lower extremities, of a temporary On motion, Dr. Sinclair was appointed SeCre-1IJiWih eteiis tary, and Dr. Cook, Treasurer.his srom which e soon recovered and resumedto becal avocation. It was thought at that time The Secretary having read Dr. Douglass' resig-as had used by congestion of the kidneys. He nation as member of this Association, it wasfred ino return of the trouble until a short time moved by Dr. Reily, seconded by Dr. McLaren,to h ihe his ut a legs be -- that the same be laid on the table until next
tu weîi 1 admission, when lis feet and legs began .

ebecame dematous. The swelling meeting. -Uarried.lrvoderna have now extended up the thighs and The Association adjourned, to meet at Porttvovd te 0Wetneuptetihad Elgin on caîl of the President.ulcers h he scrotum and penis, and some small
rhere -ive formed on the legs near the ankles. =-----==-

'streie0 Swelling on the face, eyelids nor upper ,0ttøpøg
the lt'esr There is dulness on percussion in
Sthe 1  obe Of the right lung, and slight dulness To the Editor of the CANADA LANCET.fan aower Part of the left lung, but no evidence Sir,-Will you allow me to suggest that theation of fluid. The right side of the authorities of the principal Universities in Canada
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should take steps to have their medical degrees
made registerable in England. I feel sure it only
requires a united representation to have such de-
grees as 'those given by the Toronto University,
Trinity College Toronto, McGill College, and
some others made registerable, by publication in
the English Gazette. This was done quite
recently in the case of several of the Australian and
New Zealand Universities, and Canada is cer-
tainly not behind these. No doubt all those grad-
uates of Canadian Schools and Universities will
bear testimony, as to the advantage they would
have derived when they came to England, had
their degrees been registerable ; at present only the
tickets of attendance at lectures are recognized. I
trust this suggestion may meet the eye of those
able and willing to obtain, what in at least several
Universities and Schools in Canada probably only
requires to be asked for, to be granted.

Yours truly,
FREDERIC M. T. HODDER, M.B., M.R.C.S., Eng.,

Army Med. Dept., Aldershot, 13th Oct. 1876.
[This is a most important communication, and

we trust some action will be taken in the matter at
once.]-ED.

ý00b0 and gamphleto.

A TREATISE ON THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
MEDICINE, by Frederick T. Roberts, M.D.
M.R.C.P. Lond. Second American from the
last London edition, revised and enlarged, 8vo.,pP. 920. Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston.
Toronto: Hart & Rawlinson.

We are much pleased with the new and improved
edition of this popular work on the Practice of
Medicine. That the work has been received with
much favor, is shown by the fact that a new edition
has been so soon called for. Most of the reading
in small type in the old edition has been set in
larger type, and added to the body of the work.
A separate chapter has also been introduced, on
the " Diagnosis of Acute Specific Diseases," and
some diseases. before briefly noticed, have been
considered more in detail. The author has given
a most excellent, clear and comprehensive treatise
on the theory and practice of medicine-a work
fully up to the existing state of knowledge and
observation.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES, INJURIES A
MALFORMATIONS OF THE URINARY ORGA4
by S. D. Gross, M.D., LL.D., D.C.L., OXOP' f
Philadelphia. Third edition, revised and eIl-
larged. Philadelphia: H. C. Lea. TorontO.
Willing & Williamson.

The present edition of this work has been r
vised and re-written by Dr. Gross' son (S.
Gross, M. D.) The chapter on tumors of the blaô
der and prostate are entirely from his pen. Id
in Dr. Gross' usual clear and happy style, andis
replete with instruction and experience in thJ
medical and surgical treatment of urinary affections'
It is unnecessary to say anything in praise of $
work from an author so well known as Prof. GrOSS'

A MANUAL OF CHEMISTRY-GENERAL, MEDIC
AND PHARMACEUTICAL, by John Attfield, j'
D.; F.C.S. London. Seventh edition, revise&
Philadelphia: H. C. Lea. Toronto: Willing
Williamson.
This excellent little work has passed throubgh

several editions within a short space of time. 1e
know of no work so well adapted to the wants
the medical student as this, combining as it dOef
the principles of chemistry with pharmacy.
treats of both organic and inorganic chemistr;
quantitative and qualitative analyses; tests for the
various substances, etc., etc., and is a work
great practical utility.

LINDSAY & BLAKISTON'S PHYSICIAN'S VISI' fl
LiST for 1877, bound in the best manner, à
Tucks, Pockets, and Pencils. Price, for
patients weekly, $ 1.00 ; 50 patients weekly $0.
Interleaved edition, $1.5o and $1.75.
This is now the twenty-sixth year of its public'

tion. It has received the most unqualified appro
of, and is in very general use by, the professiol 0
every section of the United States and Cana
Its compact size, convenience of arrangement,
durability and neatness of its manufacture h
everywhere obtained for it a preference.

*frtho, '1ýr1at0, anud eatbo.

On the 14th ult., Dr. L. C. Sinclair, Mayor
Tilsonburg, to Miss Lillie, daughter of E. T.
son, Esq., of Tilsonburg.

Died, at Kilcolman, Township of Clarke, on
3rd ult., J. P. Lovekin, jr., M.D.
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PRE COD-LIVER OI Lvr
factured on the Sea-Shore, by HI4ZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

d fl vo-havinge a

Il demand for Cod-Liver
depended upon as strictly pItificalîy prepared, havîng
y tle Medical profesiong
d to undertake its manu-
tShing Stations, where the_t to and every few hours. 
consequently are in great

void of colo()r od,,or, an a--hvn
bland, fh-1 ke and, to mtpersons, not

hUiipleasant taste. It is s0 sweet adpr
uhat it eau be retained by the stomach

when other kinds fail, and patients soon
become fond of it.

)il lies in the proper application of the

proper degree of eat: too much or toy

little will serieusly injure the quality.
or'e iant1factured by us on theatt n

tutely necesary to prod
health -he greatest care, from d in the

id cytt ivers of the Cod Oully, 
ieilThracdi fu

t an hy the maLketis themake of manufacturers who

b3 DOtrocdo any 
Livcas btemre 

Oh. t rni 1 fudi h
ec narcareless about these matters.

the an lowest temperature
ells of the iecan be separated fromt

Prof. Livers. It is nearly de- 's Ou, sud give yours the decided preference.

Prof. Parker, of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturethe best r fore or omestic use."

f ays,State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis ofit, say
,te, hy,8at Asyro wbo have studied the effects of different Cod-

T hs a h u e f z av ee 
is thll b e stsi fo r re g r o e ti

e a of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and A aierica ofthe brown 0ils.

h ave unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver O gf SPH ORUS-CALISAYA.
stawcroe ivh OilI) _l()p O U to beov farmbl suprio oa

ree Best Tonics of the Pharmacopeia: hNirpreparationo n the ofbno stphosphae

,b 2Lned L, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Pro ir O otisaya Bark.aesal e Tomer-

iid in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Eli Of Iron an stried Coral, delicious to the taste

* btifu Ambrlr orilwith Klisaya -nver before attained, in which the naueOus a beautiful Amb enoa AL CALISAYA BARK, not
bout any injury to their active tonie principles, and blended into dec the lieaand 1 I" w ar y n

made direc y frmtt n rn"wib are sim lY an
xirdrctY fof Çalisaya an Barkn witro.Ecîds

Sale to the most delicate stomach. This preparation i; ma alled "Ei Bark with Iron. Eac des-
of ALOIDS OR THEIR SALTS-bein: unlike other preparations oa true Elixir of atefIr

5Doontf ninine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being ga Pyrophosphate Strychnia added
]me Ontains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and tw aation contains one grain of

e4 inPhosfhorfted Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Strychnia.-Ths preng its tonie effect-B
e four erroPhoporated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatl ofht grain$ Ammono-t

t,%o-hfulos horated Elixir of Calisaya with Bismuth, containing eig New York
Of the Ferro-Phopphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark. B)&C. gWSI &11 Rg

TNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.
(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER-)

_-INT SESSION 1876-'77.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.WINTER

-- ~Cnsltn Sugo Toronto
e ~ ~ ~~ Da oAfU the Faculty, nt osligugo

.ODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng. ; F.O.S., Lond.;Dean o ital.- 1 5 9 Queen-st. West.

General Hospital and the Burnside Lying-inHo ad Children.
Prof. of Obstetrics, and Diseases of KVNEDY, A.B., M.D; F.O.S. on

BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; J. E. KEN D
rroM

Proi. -isrco
E SB L.R.C.P, Lond. Instructor

n. H. ELIs lege of Technology.

Prof. o! Practical Chemistry and ToxicologY.

T MAS KIRKLAND, M.A., Lecturer on Chemistry,

THO'A Botany, &0., Normal School.

Prof. of General Chemistry and Botany.

H. ROBEROf M1B.; M.R.C.S., Eng.-
2 4 Shuter-st.

Prof. Of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.

M D ; L.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.

. FRASER, .Demonstrator of Anatomy.

A. j. MD. M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond.,

A JJOINSto the Tr onto General Hospital.

Microscopy.

FRED. LE M SE TT M.B., L.R.C.S., Edin; M.R.C.S.,

RED. LE cit the Burnside Lying-in-Hospital, and

Eng.; iphysic -5 inat, et

the Toronto Bispens ary.-
1 5 8 King St., West.

Practical Surgery.

NIVEN AGNEW, M.D.-Cor. Richmond and Bay Streets.

E din. ; F.O.S., Lond. ; Physician to To-

1S. eneral Hospital, and Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.
inieoe-st

Prof. of Surgery and Clinical Suirgery.

B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P.'
S O.S., Lond.; Physician Toronto Gen. Hos-

r3 Fleming's Terrace, Elm-st.
. .Of Principles and Practice of Medicine.

03 ON MD. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.-

ta rch-st. Physician to the Toronto General Hospi-
t,', 0 pital for Incurables, and Hospital for Sick Chil-

•. of Physiology and Institutes of Medi-ines.

0ANXTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng.
rof- Of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis.

S BOVELL, M.D., L.R.C.P., Lond.
J. rneritus Prof. of Pathology.

Lo RNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S.

Atted.; physician to Toronto General Hospital, and

206e ing Physician Burnside Lying-in-Hospital.-
of. ofruo-s'

eucal Jurisprudence and Assistant Lecturer on Sanitar
Obstetrics, &0. I d continue for Six Months. The Lectures

be ssion will commence on MONDAY, the 2nd of O1tober, 187, n continue Full informationv respectin

ettre elivered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital . will e

a l eu Gold and Silver M edals, Scholarships, Certificates Wf. B . , i e cretary.

'. M liODer Dean 
W. B. GEIKIE, Seretary.

i
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THE IMPROVED

Teis Extlatact is prepared from the best Canada Ba'rley Malt, by an improved processr eou oits properties by excess of heat. It is less than half as ex ensiveforeign extract; it is also more palatable, convenient of adm inist ration, and will not fef
Attention is invited to the following analysis of this Extract as given by S. H. Douglas, Prof. of Chemistry,SITY OF MICHIGAN, Ann Arbor: 

:"TROMMER EXTRACT OF MALT CO. :-I enclose herewith my analysis of your EXTRACT 0F MALT: Mlt(Glucose), 46.1; Dextrine, Hop-bitter, Extra-tiee Matter, 23.6; Albuminous Matter (Diastase), 2.469; Ash PhO P1.712; Alkalies, .377; Water, 25.7. Total, 99.958." In comparing the above analysis witb that of the Extract of Malt of the GERMAN PHiARmAcOoSiA, as given blbfthat bas been so generally received by the profession, I find it to substantially agree with that article,
"Yours truly, SILAS H. DOUGLAS,

"Prof. of Analytical and Applied Chemf0fThis invalable preparation is highly recommended by the medical profession as a most effective therapeutic agethe restoration of delicate and exhausted constitutions. Lt is very nutritious, being rich in both muscle and fat-prod O1materials.
By many American physicians, and among others by such foreign authorities (German, French, and Englis bl'Nieneyer, Trousseau, and Aitken, the Malt Extract is extolled in the treatment of impaired, difficult and irritA ofdigestion, loss of appetite, sick headache, chronic diarrhea, cough, bronchitis, asthma, consumption, the debilîifemales, and of the aged, in retarded convalescence from exhausting diseases, and indeed most all depressing ma lin whieh it has been found very sustaining and strengthening, and admirably adapted for building up and invigoratingsystem. Lt is often well borne by the stomach when every kind of food is rejected, thus actually sustaining life. pThe presence of a large proportion of Diatase renders it most effective in those forms of disease originating ifeet digestion of the 8tarchy elernents of food. 

.esoli.A single dose of the Improved Trommer's Extract of Malt contains a larger quantity of the active properties oothan a pint of the best aIe or porter; and not having undergone fermentation, is absolutely free from alcohol andcarbacid. 
ifThe dose for adults is from a dessert to a tablespoonful three times daily. It Is best taken after meals, pure, or 0with a glass of milk, or in watr, wine, or any kind of spirituous liquor. Each bottle contains ONE AND 0PouNdS of the Extraot. Price $l.w.In addition to the Extract of Malt with flops, the attention of physicians is invited to the following combilationfl'1 Tlproved

i Improved

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT, TROM
FERRATED. theEach dose contains four grains of the Pyrophosphate of WithIron. Particularly adapted to cases of antemia. PRICE, The exper$1.00. 

in the use of
-mrvlby more recImproved 

anæinia depeTROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT, liticcachexy

WITH CLTRATE OF IRON AND QUINIA. Iodides of Ir
Appropriate where Iron and Quinine are jointly indicated.Very beneficial in the anSmic state following autumnalfevers, in chlorosis, enlarged spleen, carbuncles, boils, &c. ImprovedIt is a pleasant tonic, the bitter taste being very effectuallydisguised. Each dose contains four grains of the Citrate of TROIron and Quinia. PRiOE, $1.50.

Improved

TROMMERS EXTRACT OF MALT, Calciuma°d
with HYPOPHOSPHITES. Magnesium,

Far superior to any of the " Syrups " of Hypophosphites, been successfand invaluable in anSmia, scrofulous, tuberculous, aud other dependent ucachectic conditions. In the various affections to which scro- general pervfulous children are liable, as marasmus, rachitis, caries of cartilages, cthe spine, &c., it is very efficacious. This combination is, pharyngealin certain cases, even more efficient in exhaustion from undue neous eruptilactation than the Extract of Malt with Hops. PRcE, $1.50. tism, &c. p

.TROMMEp'S EXTLRAOT OF MALT C
F SE MOsaN-T , 0o thi-For Sale by Wholesale Druggists throughout the United States and Canada.01

MER'S EXTRACT OF MAL T
[ODIDES OF IRON and NAN0GA
ience of the late Sir J. Y. Simpson and
this combination of salts bas been fully Colfor
ent experience. Particularly recolmend* !
ndent upon scrofula, phthisis, cancer, the s0bi
enlarged spleen, and in chlorosis wheref tb

led. Each dose contains one grain ach
on and Manganese. PRIC , $.5 .

MER'S EXTRACT OF MALT,
with ALTERATIVES.

contains the proper proportions of the 1 0 dide of
Lron, and of the Chiorides and Biroflîdes ofSodium, and Potassium. This combinatibo"
nt alteratives with tonics and restoraties *e
ully employed in the different forns of . ,O 0
pon the " modified scrofulous diathei's solertod glandular action, disease of the boles Il'
atarrhal affections of the eye, ear, andr c
mnucous surfaces, eczematous, and Ot rher0os, in rheumatic arthritis, scrofulous
arCF, $1.50.

PREPARED
BY
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Established 1846.

B. A. MITCIIELL & SON,
114 Dundas Street West, North Side,

LONDON, ONT.

We beg leave to draw the attention of the Physicians of Ontario to our preparations of

linctures Elixirs Fluid Extracts and Syrups,
wh. 5E ir 5 mrkets. Our laboratory is managed

tJ Prarrant as good if not superior to American preparations which e aour athe pfes onwe ask for a share of

eeira chemist, who is also a graduate of medicine, and ant ing tof y - for lashared.o

o onagei knowing that our goods will compare with any, nDot only in regard to quality but il price sias

also ha avour by calling on us when in London. Correspondence proPtiY
n ae m stock a full line of

russes, Elasti Goods, Shoulder-braceS p
SVork pricest î lo ne sent to any address.

arSend for quotations ; price-list

ORGE TIEMANN & CO.,
TOH1ILMANN. ESTABLISHED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CRATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OF

GI O A L INSTRUMENTS,
ats for Fractures, Dislocations and Deformities,

it struments for Local Anosthesia, and for Applica-

t to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,
U, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

oPhthalnoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of all kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

SILVER MEDALS AWARDED

BY THE

EXPOSITION OF 1867,
T1E ONLY SILVER MEDALs GRANTED TO

ae t Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

adcaa

POCKET INHALER
AND

carbolate of lodine Inhalants

A REMEDY for all NASAL, TIIROAT and LUNG Dis-

,eses, affording relief in some cases in a few minutes.

This instrument is gott up on an entily new principle,

and is weii adapted to the treatmutoaithsdseesf
thanir e requiring efficient inhalation. It is endorsed
the air passas ,atiioner,, and commende itself to all

by many leadin t
desiring an appâats

Dr. Ge rg adpa Y, Professor of Chemistry and Pharmacy

ir t enrs e Bfl in a carefully considered report
u n t rîviersit o lu e in tese words:

uOn merit, oethis Inhaler seems to me, to accomplish its

" On the bhwel ,e

means ; to be p ,losophical in con

out in the execu n danger of breaking or spi ing, besides

being as safe and efficient in the hands of the novice as the

beng a e fe a iard Rubber, it may be carried about the
a d a case, and used regardless of

dtr pa hdteted in the United States, England and

time or place. 50000 now in use in this country.

Price $2, acluding Inhalant for two months' use. Neatly

Ut up and sent by mail free, on receipt of price. Extra

ottles of Inhalant, 50c. Liberal discount to the trade.

Kept by au druggist. Send your address and receive our

descriptive circular, post-paid.
W. H. SMITH & CO.,

402 and 406 Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y•

Samples to Physicians free by mail on receipt of $1.
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Electrical Instruments for Medical Use.
We respectfully refer to the following Eminent Physicians:

BOSTON.
Prof. Francis Minot, M.D.
H. H. A. Beach. M.D.

CHICAGO.
Prof. N. S. Davis, M.D.
Prof. James S. Jeweil, M.D.

DETROIT.
Prof. Theo. A. McGraw, M.D.
Prof. James F. Noyes, M.D.
Prof. Albert B. Lyons, M.D.
Prof. Leartus Connor, M.D.

ST. LOUIS.
Prof. J. K. Bauday, M.D.
Prof. Jas. B. Johnson, M.D.

NEW YORK CI«*' .
Prof. W. A. HammOnf .
Prof. Lewis A. Sayre, p,
Poof. James R. Wood,

PHILADELPEIU>
Prof. Robert E. Rogers, p.Prof. B. Howard Rand,

CANADA. ODr. Theo. Mack, M.D.
tharines.

Dr. Fife Fowler, M.D.,
Dr. John R. Dickson,

Kingston.
Dr. B. H. Lemon, M.D.

rold.
Drs. Orton & Alexander

Fergus.
Dr. A. Wolverton, M.D',

ilton.
Dr. J. Fulton, M.D., wor

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing Compafli'
167 EAST 34th STREET, NEW VORK.

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. Send for Catalogue, with a concise and practical Guide for theO

F. G. OTTO& SONS,
(Successors to OTTO & REYNDERS.)

MANUFACTURERS & IMPORTERS OF
Surgical Instruments and Orthopedical App1iance>

THE PATENT SPIRAL SPRING RING PESSARY.The engraveng below shows the manner of manufacturing the Ring Pessary. In a spiral spring of brass wire about eight o xrounded whaiebone are inserted, which is bound iooseiy by the spiral spring, thus aliowing the cols of whalebone to revolve atotJ%
5 01 iselves, giving, as will readily be seen, more elasticity than they would were they bound tightly by a soft wire of any material, theellhS 510spring are then screwed together, and the whole covered with soft rubber o exceedingy smooth surface. fe manufacture nthemanner the Bow Pessary, Albert Smith's and all other shapes. Manufactured only by

F. G. OTTO & SONS, 64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK.

F. G. Otto & Sons' Patent Truss Pad.

WARRANTED
NOT TO BREAK.

Cannîot be surpassed
FOR

ELASTICITY
AND

DU i A B i LIT Y.

-Foi Sale by

D)%IRUGGYISTS
AND

INSTRUMENT

DEALERS.

I
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL

CITY OF NEW YORK.

S[OLLEGIATE YEAR in this Institution embraces a Prelimimary Autumnal Term, the Regular Winter Session,

onda SmIlerSession.
SUmmte Ssmsence on Wednesday, September 13, 1876,

PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1876-77 will co s ruction, consisting of didactic lectures on

stt biect and e opening of the Regular Session. During thi, Students designing to.
4tte t etan daily clinical lectures, will be given as heretofore, y term, uti Fat dt

eothe.Regular Session are strongly recommended to attend the prelîillnary Terrn, but attendance during the latter
rten thel be gwVef in precisdly thte same number ana

eured. Duping the Preeiminary Term, clinical and didaie lectures
an the Regular Session. 1876, and end about the rst of March

1877 lIE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 27,

r 90 p f 1441:

E. TAYLOR, M. D., Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of women and Children, and President of the Collae
R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. Women.

DYCE BARKER, M. D., Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of

WiSTIN P eiiean iic1Medicine.. -rnr ytmadCiilSrey
SI FLINT, M.D., Prof. of the Principles and Practice of Medicinte,.sndj of the Genito-Urinary System and Clinical8ergery.

L VANBUREN, M. D., Prof. of Principles and Practice of SurgerY D i and Clinical Suirgery.
A SAYRE, M. D., Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery, Fractures and Disliia idiey

Xïil Surey adrn d Clinical Midwifery.
DER B. MOTT, M.D., Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgeryd ChildrenM T. LUSK, M. D., Prof. of Obstetries and Diseases of Wouen an

ND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D., Prof. of Gynolo tics and Clne
IJF3, -M. POLK, M. D., Lecturer on Materia Medica an Therapeutomy and cretary

] INT, J . .. Prof. of Physiology and PhysogcaAn
S ROSBY, A.D., Prof. of Descriptive and Surgical AnatOyt

E 15fS MD* LDPrfeso o! ricyand T o gy Disess of the Nervous Systeni aud Clinical Medicine.
EN DOREMUS, M.D., LL.D., Professor of my nd His y

ARD G. JANEWAY, M. D., Prof. of Pathological Anatomy and To 0

PROFESSORS OF SPECIAL DEPARMMENTS, E

D. NOYES, M. D., Professor of Opthalnology and OtologYd edical Jurisprudenee.f Surgery, etc.

NP. GRAY, M.D., LL.D., Professor of Psychological Medicine f Prni Pted

D L. KEYES,M.D Professor of Dermatology, and adjuncent or of Anatomy
WR(D G. JANEWAY, M.D., Professor of Practical Anatomy-.( .

Ry ILTON YALE, M. D., Lecturer Adjunct upon Orthopedic Surgery.
. A. SMITH M.D,.tLecturer Adjunct upon Clinical Medicine. • of clinical ad didatic teachmg. Al

edistinctive feature of the method of instruction in this College in addition to four didactic

etur uresare ivenwithin the H ospital grounds. D uring the Regular cli cal struction.
, on every week-day, except Saturday, two or three hours are da Books. This terni continues from theifirst of

rch t Spring Session will consist chiefly of Recitations from Tei tions inst Departments, held a corp

to the first of June. During this Session there will be da reci the Hospital and College Bu g.

ers appointed by the regular Faculty. Regular clinics areaAeso givBulg

Pees forFees for the Regular SessiOfl.*Fee fO th Reula se o g Clinical Lýectures ............ $140 00

pee for Tickets to aIl the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Terni, .) L.ct........ ... 10 0

D art ulation Fee..............-....... .... . --- ........ . . ......... .... 0 1 00

Gonat-or ket (inl uding material for dissection). ...

Fees for the Spring Session

)4atriulation (Ticket good for the follow ing W inter) .. ... ... ..·· . . . .. ... . .1 00

Fe tations. Clinics, and Lectures ...... ......................................... .......-•00
Issetig Ticet good for the folowi ig Wi flter).............................................

4 
5secting (Ticket good for the followiag Winter).............····..d.at the end of their second course upon

i e o have attended twofidl Winte- courses of Lecturesrma be i be camined at the end of their third

CZ edica, Physioogy, A notomy, and Chemistry, and, if succssf t
'>n Practice of Medicine, Surgery, and Obstetrics only. information. address

S our the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other O F. S T N L T J R

PROF. AUSTIN FLINT, JR.,
Secretary Bellevue Hospital Medical. College.
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Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorody36
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anto calm and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous medi, ààregulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply Of

marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BRoWNE (late Medical Staff), to which he 0the name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedYdiscovered.

CHLORODYNE is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable reever discovered.
CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, FCroup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only pecific in Cholera and DysOD 00CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation and 8PCHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Tootb"o'

Meningitis, &c.
Extract from indian Economist.

" We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and crroberatd bsubsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in man cases cf Low Fever immensely cr ae
Quinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Clis Browne s Chlorody
properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. WerO 0 fkmen but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolutin in the treatme t s
thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is uimply amazong.lo , t rm" Earl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch fr m Her Majesat Manilla, to the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remsdy of any service was
DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIQREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine."I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have neyer met with any medicine So ecious as an Anti-Spasmdie and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhea, and other diseases, amost perfectly satisfied with the resuits."

From Dr. THomAs SANDIFoRD, Passage West, Cork.
" I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It waa the most efficacious remedy I ever used, Iing relief in violent attacks of Spasms within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who has mue• 0years with periodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remdieslopium, &c., finds nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horncastle.
" We have made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent fiSedative and Anti-Spasmodic. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, apd from whatever cause, 0induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great adv»over aIl other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.
" It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS. s
CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical reports on the eflicacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importancepublic should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne." iVice-Chancellor Woon stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BRowNE was undoubtedly the Inventr cf CHLORODYNE : thtt#whole story of the Defevdant, FEEaMN, was deliberately untrue.
Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justide James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrerseof the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemists throughout the lan: confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORPOpyoj
Sold in Bottles at la 1d., ý2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words

COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming
Testimony accompanies each bottle.
SOLE MANUPACTURER-J T. DAVENPORT, 33 GREAT RU8SELL STREET, BLOOMSBURy,
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eVaPccîne-Scabs, $2: .Half-Scabs, $1. Enemas from 75C.

MARTIN's c w-oS 1886. NEW YORK.

SCOW-POX VIRUS H PLANTEN & SON,
1Ite1y Pure Non-Hunmanized Vaccine Virus,

Obtained by the method of

E ANIMAL VACCINATION
%0 ted 4y Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the0 "0. Of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, in

o, -kt,, iuaugurated in America in September, 1870, by
4% the '3A. Martin, with virus and autograph Instructions

rg %hand Of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment in by farst and most perfect in the world.

VO Iy I "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10 ................. ................ $2.90.

1 
4RY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY

SELEOTED......................$5.00.

o Iriua la fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
14r 4any ierfect safety by mail. Full directions for use

8af 6h package. Remittances mst accompany
sf. delivery of Virus insured.

ENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, Mass.

MEDICINAL CAPSULES
OF ALL KINDS. ALSO,

EmlnptY GapslesB (5 sizes), for the easy administration of
nausCOUS medicinai preparation.

List andSample sent on applition. MW Sold by all Drugglsts

A MONTELT JOURNAL OF

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,
CRITICISM AND NEWS.

The. IndeOPOdOut or fan of the Profession, and the largest

Thd it wdely roulsted Medical Journal in Canada.

promption the 1st of each montith.

3 a SRum in advaR00. SiBzle
SubscriPtiofl $3 ---Co~ inl

copies 30 cents, for Saloe by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, TORONTO.

Ail Communlications~ ooutainiiig Remittaucea, Dra<ta or

p.tcOfe d Order, tO b addressed to J. FULTON M.D.,

Manager, Toronto-
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